Signs of the Times
Working Times

Annually many Coventry High School students seek jobs to finance their school “necessities” such as clothes, cars, and the ever necessary car insurance. They found new job opportunities at the new Subway sandwich shop on Tiogue Avenue. However, students that received these jobs were few because of the rush of applications Subway received. Another new job opportunity was the A & W Restaurant in West Warwick that opened up in the summer of 1989. A & W employs many Coventry High School students. In addition to those places of employment, C.H.S. students work in many businesses along Tiogue Avenue. These businesses include McDonald’s, K-Mart, Newport Creamery, and Coventry Health Center. The malls have always boasted job opportunities with stores like Chess King, Record Town, and Sears hiring students. So the problem of teens working is not finding a job, but fitting in school and a social life along with the responsibility of a job.
Speed Into The Nineties
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During Peak Hours
It is obvious that cars are a huge factor in the life of a C.H.S. student. On a trip through the school parking lot, one will see many kinds of cars. From the gas-guzzling hot rod to mom's station wagon, virtually all makes and models are seen. Our cars take us to and from school, to jobs, and for all types of recreational rides. The only negative part to owning a car, aside from insurance, gas, and other expenses, is the parking at C.H.S. With over-crowded conditions, parking spaces are limited. At one time we had to park on a dirt area, which has since been surfaced. The feeling of walking from one's car into school at 7:00 a.m. as cars blow dust into your face is like no other.
Although everyone's style is unique, many definite fashion trends have emerged. Vests, baggy pants, and Adidas windbreakers were just a few of the more sought-after items this year. Many guys were seen sporting shirts with brightly-colored logos such as Vuarnet, and Ocean Pacific. The fashion necessity for girls was a sweatshirt depicting colleges from URI to UCLA. The hair trends for girls were longer styles adorned with bright headbands and other accessories; guys also grew out their spiked styles. While L.A. Gear and Keds were favorite sneakers for girls, guys tended to prefer Nike Air and British Knights. Of course these fashion trends could only be seen on certain days. For most of us, jeans and tee-shirts were the fashion trend simply because that was the first outfit we could find in the morning!
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Did Most

Andrea Truppa
John Turbitt

"Just DO it!!!- Andrea and John"
Most Popular

Brian Aschettino
Tina Harpin
Class Flirts

Sherri Ramer
David Hadley

"Honest, I never touched her! - Dave So many guys, so little time! - Sherri"
We're living in pieces, I want to live in peace - society is a hole. - Damian The sound of a different drummer is a wonderful noise indeed. - Kristin
I'm a top act show on the radio ... everybody's down on their knees. - Jason Keep on dancing to the Ponch's funky beat. - Eric The heart of rock and roll is still beating. - Jayson
Teacher Terrors

Brian Aschettino
Tina Harpin

"The Devil made me do it!" - Brian and Tina.
Fine feathers, they say, make fine birds.- George
Don’t rush perfection.- Missy
Quietest

Steven Sylvia
Mary-Jeanne Leeman

"No comment. - Steven
Silence is golden. - Mary"
Class Inseparables

Cara Enchelmeyer
Tammy Fry

"Stand by me. Cara and Tammy"
JARED KENNISH  KRISTIN KING  DENNIS KINNEY  EMILY KRUEGER
JOHN KUBIC  PAMELA KUSIAK  CYNTHIA LAMBERT  RAYMOND LAMONT
DAVID LANDERS  TODD LANGLAIS  MONIQUE LAPLANTE  MICHAEL LARMER
Hi, can I be your friend? - Phil

Phillip Forte
Jennifer Carter

Friendliest
If the sun refused to shine
I would still be loving you
Mountains crumble to the sea
It will still be you and me.

-Arik and Kelly"
Most Likely To Succeed

Debbie Fitzpatrick
Robert St. Pierre

"Success is the self-satisfaction resulting from hard work."

Rob
You don't get a second chance to make a first impression.- Jen and Scott
Most Talkative

Michael Greene
Tina Harpin
BRIAN SANTOS  JOHN SARTINI  STEPHEN SAUCIER  PAUL SCHMID

KOREN SHEETS  STEPHEN SHERIDAN  JENNIFER SHERMAN  CRISTA SILVA

RHONDA SILVA  NADINE SKOROHOD  BRIAN SMITH  CHRISTINE SMITH
Music transcends all human emotion and is able to transport people into a fantasy world. Shoo-be-oo-be-oo-be-oo-da-day! - Amy
No matter what anyone says, you always win OR lose as a team and not as an individual; always give 110%, and more importantly, JUST DO IT!! - Donna
Most Studious

Robert St. Pierre
Emily Krueger

"Studying is a synonym for disguised sleeping."- Rob
Most studious could apply to anyone who has any type of focus or study on life whether it be how to be a better person or how to live life to its fullest.- Emily
Most Spirited

Carla Robison
Philip Forte

"Gimme a "C" !!!- Carla
If you cut me open, I would bleed red and white!!!- Phil"
A laugh can be a very powerful thing. Why, sometimes in life, it's the only weapon we have... - Joe
Anything is possible with a little imagination. - Allison
Hold On To The Nights

The queen and her court: Tina Harpin, Brooke Tobin, Renee Piana, Molly Opiekurn, Jennifer Cart, last year's queen Jessica Eastman, and class president Lisa Moore.
Many members of the class of 1990 attended the Junior Prom on May 6, 1989. It was held at the Rocky Point Palladium from 8:00 - 12:00 P.M. As we entered the Palladium, we immediately noticed the beautiful, sparkling decorations like the ice sculpture, the giant golden moon, and the endless amount of balloons covering the ceiling. Soon after we arrived, the queen's court was announced. Jen Carter, Molly Opiekum, Renee Piana, and Brooke Tobin made up the court and Tina Harpin was crowned Prom Queen. The rest of the evening was left to dinner and dancing. The theme **Hold on To The Night** was appropriate as this was a night we will always remember.
CLASS WILL

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: THAT WE
THE CLASS OF NINETEEN HUNDRED AND NINETY,
BEING IN GOOD HEALTH AND SOUND OF MIND
AND MEMORY, ASSEMBLE AND WRITE THIS OUR
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, WE HAVE HERE UNTO
SET OUR HAND AND SEAL: AND DECLARE THIS TO
BE OUR LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT. THIS NINTH
DAY OF JUNE, ONE THOUSAND, NINE HUNDRED
AND NINETY.

SIGNED: THE CLASS OF 1990

/ 

Allison Albro bequeath a break from my big mouth to anyone who deserves it.

Brian Allen bequeath Kyle R. and Ray L. many, many, many ways of finding out who they were with; Mark R. 7 dollars and also my car so he and his friends can have a real one; and a box to Kyle and Ray for all the ones they have given to me.

Chad Anctil bequeath all the money in the world to Keith A. so he can get his Jaguar.

Matt Andrews bequeath my car to anyone who has the money to keep it working.

Kristen Antos bequeath cherry jello, a Roman God, and a ride to Providence to Beth; a years supply of afirin and a long walk to Erica; a left-hook, a shirt with pen marks, and a seatbelt to Kristin; and the "chariot" to Marcia.

Korey Archambault bequeath an endless summer so she'll always be happy, a jar of Jiffy peanut butter, and a box of Junior Mints to Sue Correira so she'll know how it feels; a perculator to Bobby R. so he'll know what one really sounds like; a trip to Charlestown Beach to Kris G.; and a loss of memory to Mitchell W. so he'll forget his freshman year.

Brian Aschettino bequeath to Mike G. (the best friend anyone could have) all the good times wherever we went (and never forget the High Ride on the night of August 25th). Also, to Jay R. I leave my fighting skills and my Samurai Suzuki so he can drive a real car.

Nikki Assalone bequeath keyless handcuffs to Andrea B. so that she and Joey F. should never have to leave each other's side. To Tina C., I bequeath the patience she will need to make it through another year. And to A.B., T.E., T.C., S.S., T.H., and all those I've missed, I bequeath lots of laughs to last them until we all see each other again.

Melissa Augustin bequeath another late night to Becky L.: all the good times to Angie L. (Hang in there!); a trip to the 200, V.H.Q.H.F. (1 year), and "Go with the flow" to Missy C. I love you guys!

Roy Babcock bequeath all my Metallica tapes to Matt P.

Heather Bache bequeath the Fourth of July (1989) to Cindy V. in hopes that we never make such a mistake again; her won condo- without Claire- to Tracey T.; many more midnight dips in Johnson's Pond to Yvonne H.; another stay at U.R.I. to Kelly T.; a set of knee pads to Glen so he won't hurt himself; and the best of luck to K.B., C.L., T.G., and especially Jimmy and Jon.

Lora Balkus bequeath all my love to Andy Bates and Donna Mac and Moe Monk for all the good times we've had together. You're the best.

Bonnie Ball bequeath my knee immobilizer and crutches to my sister Rhonda and my brother Bert.

David Beaudreau bequeath all my love to Erica; every kill to Arthe, the master key to Evan; a life supply of halftime to Chris, six inches to Travis, and the ability to decide what they want to Sue and Steve.

Heidi Belanger bequeath to my sister a case of hair spray to get her through the first weeks of high school.

Billie Jo Bessette bequeath all the tears we've cried to Miss Huling, and best of luck to Brian Mitchell.

Theresa Blair bequeath a set of wheels to Alan Levesque so he will not have to be taxied to school his senior year.

Stacey Blanchette bequeath a lifetime pass to the club to K.F. so I don't have to pay all the time, a boyfriend of her own to Steph so we don't have to share and the best times of my life to 2/3 of the SKS crew (you're the best).

Dana Blasbalg bequeath a new pair of glasses to Julie; a three hour lunch period to Mary Jeanne; a picture organizer and a closer-to-the-school house to Nadine; an endless supply of safety pins and the lead in a Broadway play to Emily; a never-ending supply of art materials, a long-term memory, an "Organizer of Life," and a modeling contract to Debbie, and everlasting friendship to each.

Jennifer Borkowski bequeath my Led Zeppelin collection to Lisa, Leann, and Amy so they all can listen to some real music and all of my love to Claus Williams, best of luck to Jim Hawkins and Jenn Jones, Greg King you're the best, good luck to Lemmon and Steve if they can stay together, Amy, Leann, and Chef/Butzbach and Chef Gribari I'll miss you all. Class of "80" rules!

Michelle Bourassa bequeath a 3 hour ride in "Historical" Providence and a huge thanks for never revealing who "Edie" really is to Jenn Cote and to Brenda Ward, the ability to never
say “I’m sorry,” “Do I look alright?”, and “Am I fat?” again.

Stacey Boyd bequeath Moe a clue cuz she has NO CLUE! And a life supply of peanut putter cups; Marlene Turbo so it doesn’t take 6 days to go 0-60! Donna M. a bathroom so she doesn’t have to go in the hall! Eli some braincells! Jen C. a drog! Sherry and Tara personal parking spaces at Dunkin’ Donuts! Cinnamon streusel cake to Beth! Linda H. a spare set of tires, next time someone slashes them! Lisa Rose new red pants (and her own white socks!!!) And Beth Bridge an attitude cuz she’s the —

from —

Bethany Bridge bequeath everlasting mousse to the Midnight Mousse Mammars, “Jammin on the Bed” to Carla R., a fun-filled night at Kentucky Fried Chicken for Kim M. and Amy S., and a free year of tanning, her own beach, a handsome man, a tubfull of strawberry jello to swim in, and my never-ending friendship to Kristen Antos.

Joseph Broussard bequeath my lips to all the Bautitute Girls in Coventry High School; to Brian A., all my muscle; and to Greg L. a dollar for every day of the year; and to Dan L. I leave my good times and my bad times at Coventry High School and Voc-Tech.

Eli Buckley bequeath an unextinguishable dweezil and my last can of aqua-net to Damian, and all my unused sick days and sarsparilla to sleazyleaey-Anne.

Karen Buttenbaum bequeath a real camping trip to Kelly T. and Mel R.; a real tent to Lori D.; a trip to Vampires grave to Jen P. and Lola L. and Lorinda; and a pack of gum to Kerri F.

Jason Butts bequeath the phrases “What’s the deal?” and “Sorry” to John and Mike Chic.

Susan Byrne bequeath all the stores that I have ever shopped at to Nickie Lalaville and a pocketbook to Tammy Fry in hopes that she will someday carry one; and, especially, all my love and happiness to Jony.

Tracey Card bequeath ti-dye lessons to Chrissy Mansour so she’ll be a genuine hippie, and driving lessons so she’ll pass her test the 2nd time! To Tracey Ephriam a private night with “the man,” so her mother won’t find out. And an everlasting friendship with Nikkie Assalonne, Christine Henley, and Andrea Brouillard and the best of luck to all my friends at CHS.

Arik Carlson bequeath a bag of live gold fish to Chris Dy, a snake proof dashboard to Linda B.; all of those “bikinis” down the “Hill” to J.C.; and a diamond with all my love to Kelly McCarthey.

John Carlson bequeath all my books and teachers to all those I hate, and a hot tub to my one and only, you know who you are.

Dawn Caron bequeath a new hat for Bessee and a 4some with K&D to Lisa; a ride to Charigo and a raspberry seltzer to Sharon; a week of getting up before 7am to Jen V.; the ability to be ready on time to Nikki M.; a lifetime supply of eggs to the Egg Crew of ’88; one more night at Wetheral to the posse; a dime and blue gum balls to Dan; another trip to Florida to Phil only this time with my picture; the ability to the answer the question “what? with what, what?” to Jeff; one more “talk” to Jen C., a night with S.U. to Nikki W., and a brown leather jacket to Tracie in hopes that she too may be part of the “in” crowd.

Donna Carr bequeath all of my boring classes in my senior year to the class of ’91.

Marcia Carras bequeath my clothes to all the hypocrites in CHS, since they have decided to wear all the clothes we wore last year.

Jay Carson bequeath George Dube a green card so he won’t have to run from the Mexican border patrol any more; and a Master Card to Offlong Edem so he can Master the Impossibilities.

Jennifer Carter bequeath 10 reasons to wear a helmet and drink $3 MB to Sharon (MMF); the ability to remain calm to Jen G.; dramamine to Denise; a radar and speedometer to Carla for her B.I. moped (BIQ!); my Guess? shirt and E.C. with a big, green bow to Lisa, and an unlimited supply of velcro and all of my love forever to Jared Kennish.

Jennifer Casavant bequeath a limegreen VW van to Kristin King with an endless tank of gas; dance lessons to Kris Antos so she’ll learn the mash potato; and to Jenn Curran a book of free movie passes (because everyone knows she’s cheap) to all the movies she was supposed to see but never did.

Holly Casimiro bequeath to my budding Mis, may all her hopes and dreams come true; to Sue Byrne a can of hairspray; to Jen Casavant all my friendship bracelets; and to Keith Chapman may he always have a full tank of gas — thanks for all the rides!

Lori Caskey bequeath my wardrobe to Jill and Lori Z. even though half of it is theirs. All the smile in the world to Kim D. for all those unhappy days, and all my love and dreams to Brian C., I love you forever.

Kerri Catalani bequeath my skill in driving in reverse to Kris M.; all the cookies and cream to Lori C.; and all my good times at CHS to Scott M.- everyone knows you’ll need it. My alarm clock to Paul so Chris and I won’t have to do it anymore.

Frank Chauvette bequeath an unscratchable turntable to Tommy Rowles; a pinkie ring and a new middle name to Ted Dion; my basketball talents and wardrobe to Joe Daniels (he needs all the help he can get!), a song Bryan Harrison can sing on key, and finally a good shirk for all the idiots that actually believed my middle name was Tyrone!

Jason Cole bequeath an inflatable doll that says “I’ll always be here for you” to John Guisti and all my love to Brooke Tobin.

Stacey Cole bequeath a trip to Jerry’s, a case of chocolate chip cookies, and time spent at WPI to Andrea, an eternal ‘“You are not fat!!’” to Brenda; and a separate telephone line for my brother so that he may continue his phone-a-thon.

Amy Collins bequeath a notebook to L.D. to keep track of her lies and a roll of toilet paper to Lynne R.- thanks for the spaghetti.

Sue Conde bequeath a bottle of Valium to Jen Giguere so that she will remain calm; an exciting town to vacation in to Lisa Moore; some of my height to Denise Roy because she needs it; a car and a driver’s license to Jackie Rothfuss because she will.
need a ride to school next year; and a friend that is as competitive as me to Lora Balkus because basketball wouldn’t be the same without some good competition.

Chris Conneally bequeath a sense of fashion to Korey A. so she will no longer wear gym socks and high tops with a mini skirt, a chauffeur’s hat to Joy D. so she can look official driving me around, and many thanks to Chris A. for putting up with me.

Damian B. Cote bequeath a big woof and a better distraction to Three Mad Dogs; Formaldehyde to Lee; a woman who has no cat and a mammoth snort to Kristen; Ebony and a dweezil to Bean; another OOPSEY DAISEY PARTY to everyone there; a banana and a west indigo sky to Nadine; slugs to Greg; a new pair of glasses and muffled-yet-very-audible-giggle to Erin; 3 red snakes to Gary; something dumb to Marcia; a Phen-Om-En-Ah and a drink to Jules; and Peace to Scott. Falling back in fields of Pat ....

Jennifer Cote bequeath a hard green couch to Michelle Bourassa and to Rob “Da Butt” Snyder all the mayo and chips he can eat.

Kristen Cummings bequeath a hair buzzer to all those “boys” in Coventry lacking individuality with their long hair, trying to look like the opposite sex! Also, a never-ending supply of mushrooms by the “little, fat guy in the white suit” to Gregg, Marcia, Damian, Erin, Nick, John, and Krista or anyone who can psychologically understand us! And a “sky dragon” to all you “blue meanies” out there ....

Jennifer Curran bequeath Jen Casavant a smile so she won’t have the “rag look”. Kris King- the position of President for the Elite Dilly Club. Tammy Fry- a cucumber. Cara E.- her own car. Deb Fitz- a stock of cookies. Laura- the “pumpkin.”

Susan Curria bequeath an apology to Ellen and all the people who had to sit and listen to the millions of “Bill” stories all through high school.

Jay Gar D’Alessio bequeath all my love in my heart to Erica Ann DiFrancesco.

Kim Dalton bequeath all the thanks to Lori C. for helping me through the toughest times of my life, to Jen T. good luck next year, you’ll need it. All my love and more to Al ... I love you babe!! To Diane D., a new car stereo for the one that doesn’t work!

Diane Daniels bequeath a car of any type to Kim D. and Rituja, so I can burn rides home from them for a change; My thanks to Kim D. for waking me up during homeroom (whether I wanted to or not); and thanx to Mimi for the great “weekends” we had and some of my A’s-n-B’s to my brother Joe because God knows he’ll need them sooner or later.

Ron Danis bequeath all the good times at CHS to R.C., P.C., and L.Y. and my love to Mary Moran.

Scott G. David bequeath my style to the halls of Coventry High School.

Kristen Lee Davignon bequeath my old Clunker to Michell LeBrun, all my love to my mom and John, and an oil change to Scott, I love you.

Jennifer DeBellis bequeath my way to Wayne; an alarm clock to Steve L., Bobby to Nickie and Kris; the phone at stop and shop to Laura; a night at Greggs with Paul to Karen; a ride to work to Lorie; an endless curfew to Kerri; and my love to Dave.

Joye DeCiantis bequeath a sense of individualism to every freshman in hopes that they will develop a sense of style so they all won’t look like clones. Also, a car that is “jacked” up and spins its tires easily to Chris Conneally, and lots of luck to the Class of 1990!!!

Darlene DeFusco bequeath a cassette player to Ray Lamont; a jar of Spanish olives to Bev Bestwick; many partying times ahead in the “Flyntz Mobile”; a colonel to “mahor minor”; and all my happiness to my friends and a special “Little Bit of Something” to Kyle Rekas.

Dina DeMaio bequeath the rest of my life to Bob Cardente, because if it wasn’t for you I wouldn’t be here now.

Larry Demers bequeath all my good times at Coventry High to Chris Gebler, Keith Gibbs, Mike McGuire; remember our good times. You’re the best!

Lisa Denton bequeath my first base position to my sister Mary in hopes that she has a great three years like I did. Love ya Mary.

Christopher DiVona bequeath all of my heavy metal tapes to the jocks and preppies so that maybe one day they will listen to real music.

Paul Dixon bequeath all my luck to my friends, and my “How to Rebuild my Small Block Chevy” book to G. Pintarelli and L. St. Germain so they can know what the difference between a “head” and a “header” is.

Lisa Drowne bequeath all of the broken rifles to Bob, all the spare parts to John and Steve, and lots of luck to the R.O.T.C.

Sandi Drowne bequeath all the good and bad times to Tracy Fusco “Friends Forever!” and all my love to Michael Ward.

Steve Drowne bequeath all my love to Tammy Snyder and all the good times with Chad P. to anyone who thinks they can handle them.

George D. Dube bequeath Lonnie Morris (Babe Huey) some intellectual ability; Jay Carson some fighting lessons; Offiong Edern a real body; Scott Kovach some looks; and Dan Luckey a jar of vaseline.

Dawn DuBois bequeath all my love and thanks for the best 3 years of my life to Kevin, some patience to my brother so I can enjoy my coffee, all the wisdom Christine Divona and I lost to whoever can handle the pain, a boyfriend that Kerri Fontaine’s parents approve of, the ability to stop complaining to Sue Byrne, and a perm to Heather Post.

Kristen Dumas bequeath all of my knowledge and my outgoing personality to Sherrie Hanlon in hope that someday she will be as good as I am! Ha, ha! To Harpin, a lifetime of hairspray and cigarettes so she doesn’t bug me! Also to Tracey L. a new friend to talk to when I’m not around.
George H. Dupuis bequeath my class, looks, attitude, brains, and Monza to my sister.

Michele Eccleston bequeath all the fun times in gym class to Kyle M. and Mike T. You guys are great! The friendship Stacy and I once had to anyone who thinks they can handle the break up. Good luck K.M., M.T., S.B., N.B.

Offiong Okon Edem, Jr. bequeath Lonnie Morris a brain for all the stupid questions he asks, Scott Kovach a new chin, and George Dube a new chauffeur.

Holly Edwards bequeath everlasting friendship, Enie Iroms, a "yellow" IROC, and a lifetime of wake up calls to Jen Penatzer! I love ya!

Kelly Eldred bequeath Peace, Love, and Wisdom to everyone who needs it.

Cara Enchelmeyer bequeath the town of Westerly so we can park in the "Residents Only" parking lot, the chance to observe wildlife if its natural habitat without trying to capture it, and much thanks for always being there to my inseparable — Tammy Fry (BFFWKDLJFRJHE). To D.F., J.Ca., and J. Cu. thanks for all the rides, and for all the laughs we've "shared"!

Tracey Ephraim bequeath Shannon Smith a "real man," so she'll finally be happy. Nicki Assalone a new pair of colored contacts, so she won't always have to wear the violet ones. Tracey Card an attitude for when she has to deal with jerks. Tina Harpin a never-ending list of where the parties are, so maybe she'll show up more often, and to my brother Christopher, all the excuses I have ever used, in the hope that he'll be able to get away with them.

Tara Faunce bequeath to Cindy Villanova a book of 1001 excuses of why I was late tonight; to Heather Bache a spare set of car keys so we will never get stuck again; and to Sherri Hanlon, a map of R.I. so she won't get lost on the way from New Hampshire anymore.

Ryan Feeley bequeath a Pontiac Fiero with a years supply of freezer pops to Jack Bullock because he'll probably never get a real car.

Kimberly Fidas bequeath all the arguments with Mr. Labutt to anyone who thinks they can handle them.

James Fidas bequeath my newly acquired positive attitude to anyone to use in the following years.

Julie Fisher bequeath a bigger potholebook to Dana, a new package of socks to Gidget; all the happiness in the world to Mary-Jeanne, five more hours in a day to Debbie and Emily, and the sand on Narragansett Beach to Nadine.

Deborah Fitzpatrick bequeath a N.Y. apartment to Tam and Cara so they don't have to travel there every year, a trip to Russia to Kris K., an "A" on a paper to Kris ("B-"), Antos, and the best of luck to my sister Becky in trying to follow in my footsteps.

John Flint bequeath all my love to my girlfriend Missy, and to my cousin Mike, good luck in the rest of your years at CHS.

Theresa Flynn bequeath a lifetime supply of lemons and salts to Bev Bestwick, an automatic car to Tricia Minor, the Flyntz mobile to Christine, Keith Perrault to Sherry Ramer, and courage to Kyle Rekas.

Kerri Fontaine bequeath love and thanks to Stacey B. for the four best years ever, a tub of Vaseline to Stephanie, and the best wishes to my brother Marc.

Phil Forte bequeath my Georgetown hat to Matt Hickey, a baseball contract to Jay Cole, a bigger cooler to John Sartini, Slick Rick's gold chain to Jay Carson, a free trip to Longwood to Sharon and a guest, a frown to Jen Vallee, a position on the Alabam-football team to Dan Luckey, Vanessa Williams to my buddy Lemar Manassa and myself to a certain blond girl in Florida.

Brian Franklin bequeath my love to who ever needs it and my never ending love to save the world.

Michelle Frigon bequeath all my love to Shane, many good times to the Lost Boys, a real Nova to Brian J., and a "hubba-bubba" girl to my brother Rick, and good luck always to Stacy, Kris, Tara, and "buffa".

Tammy Fry bequeath a place we can find to go hiking, never-ending waves, and all my thanks to my inseparable, Cara Enchelmeyer (BHRDABFFIE) a replacement of all the tape and "tuff skin" I've ever used to the A.D.'s office, and much thanks to Mr. Socia and Mr. Whelstine for bothering to put it on my legs; thanks for good times to J.C., D.F., and J.C., a cure to the C.C. and track teams for every injury they could ever come up with; something to make Shannon D. finally burp.

Tracey Fusco bequeath two guys in a maroon Corvette and an endless supply of Steve's ice cream to Sandi-Jean, the best of everything to Vanessa Antonelli, the best friend anyone could ever have; a real hair do to Stacey Drowne; and Prince to myself.

Bridget Catherine Gallogly bequeath my ability to impersonate "Dice" to Kelly, my Irish temper to Melissa, and all my love and gratitude to Todd, Teddy, Michael Patrick and most of all David Edward Hadley.

Michelle Gardner bequeath the ROTC Class of 1991 as much fun as I did in my senior year.

Jennifer Giguere bequeath a smiley face to C.R. and J.C., a new name to Weenie, a wheelchair to S.G., a trip to the Fort to L.M. and S.P., a Far Side cartoon to P.F. (Faster Fifi), and a clue to J.V. and good luck to Steve, even though he doesn't need it.

Jason Gomes bequeath a never-ending clutch supply to Jayson H., a "restful" weekend to Bridget; driving lessons to Rob; a talking Charlie Babbit doll to the lunch table; a scientific calculator, a record store, and my "cynical" side to Damian; a book burning party to the honors English class; best wishes for a great life to Leo; and a bottle of Nuprin to Amber, April, David, and Jason as they finish their present term.

Kim Goulart bequeath all the great times we had together to Sue and Ed and Mich and Brian.
John Greene bequeath a “Dream Man” to any girl I left with a broken heart; a passenger’s seat in Travis Lee’s and John Linch’s car in hopes that John will slow down around corners on Harkney Hill Road; and Travis continues to have good luck with his excellent radar detector and a facecloth to Walter Lemek to wipe that “dirt off” and embyr-ooo-eee-ooos to Jen Carter.

Mike Greene bequeath a razor to Jay Roy; a coffin filled with skulls to Chad Mitchell, and Brian Asch a pack of butts for every day of the year.

Andrea Griffiths bequeath the perfect jelly bean to the Easter Bunny, and all the luck in the world to Shellie — you need it — love you kid!

David Edward Hadley bequeath a pair of Ron Jon sunglasses to Ron Q, so he doesn’t have to steal mine. To Glenn M., an endless supply of money. To Carl M., an american made car. To Mark R., a real job. To John G., bequeath Coventry Lumber. To John H., a trip to Florida. To Bridget G., a redorsche. And a safe trip to L.A. Beach Club to the MANY people I have brought there. You know who you are.

Leann Hamilton bequeath to my boyfriend Chris all my love. To Jennifer B. a pair of scissors. To Pam K., an alarm clock, so you can get up on time in the morning. To all my friends the best of luck in the future. P.K., J.B., L.D., G.L., T.S., M.H., and G.T.

Sherri Hanlon bequeath a rubber ball (may it always go bouncing back to her) and a megaphone (I may never have to say “What!” on Saturday mornings ever again) to Tara Faunce; my car to Tracey Leuba, so she will no longer hound me to let her drive it; and my quick comebacks and snotty remarks to Wendy Stein.

June Hargreaves bequeath a red Challenger to Milly Cole so she doesn’t have to stare at my brother’s.

Tina Harpin bequeath a wig to Tracey E, so she’ll never have to ask anyone to fix her hair again; a new set of tires to Steph R, and a free alignment in case she hits any more potholes; a new “K” car to Kristen D. because I know she wants another one just like it; my sympathy to all the teachers that had to put up with me; and a pair of binoculars to Bev Bestwick so next time she decides to crash a bachelors party she can see who’s there first.

Bryan Harrison bequeath a new car to Rf & ODIBE. F so he won’t complain any more and to O so he can get out of his rotten house. A pitcher of water to SS, A new hand to PS so he can hit more boxes, and all the best years of my life to Shanon. All my pens to LH.

Ellen Hawkins bequeath to Sue C. someone to listen to her “Bill Stories” (though she certainly doesn’t like him); to Tammi I leave the worst of my teachers (I had to have them, why can’t you?) and to Ian C., a lifetime supply of croissants only to be baked in a kiln with someone special.

Erica Henry bequeath a page in the adventure book and a parking space at L.A. to Kris A., those three words to Brian, a 48 hour day to Hol. so she can sleep after studying, my half of the volleyball skills to Lyle, and my terrific grades to Kris and Nicole in hopes they can do as well as I did. HaHa.

Monique J. Hicks bequeath to Jean Pierson a bottomless bottle of “Strawberry Medicine,” non-skid shoe pads, and a pair of bloomers; and to Kristen Mrk, “I’ll never forgive you for not visiting my husband when he had water on the brain B.B.!”

Aaron Higley bequeath my skateboard to Hugh Hiers, some height to Stacey Cole and Lee Struzik, and a new life to all the ROTC kids.

Melanie Hodde bequeath a diploma to Anthony Caleri in hopes that he’ll graduate someday. Also, all the happiness and luck to Kristen Telft, Gidget Santangelo, and the Class of 1990.

Yvonne Hudson bequeath a curb guard for Heather’s Chevy, a better feeling after 4 A.M. to Tracey, a good male chase to Kelly, a beeper to Cindy for Paul; thanks to C.P. for all the good times; and the best of luck to C.V., K.B., T.F., and K.H.

Jayson Hurd bequeath many more “Talvez” to Sr. Gall, a contemporary American accent to Tommy Rowles to better his radio shows; a trip to Mexico to Julie Lima so that she can finally speak Spanish with natives; a copy of “Party all the Time” to Nadine Skorohod and my nickname “Feda” to anyone who deserves it.

Tracey Iannitelli bequeath all my love and life to Michael Horn, the best of luck to Dianne Kelvey and Tony Zulla in marriage, to Michelle and Danny, thank you Mom and Dad, and good luck Class of 90!

Kerrie Karwoski bequeath one can of Mountain Dew and a smile to Brandon Lee, to Mr. DellPozzo and Mr. Whetstone all the luck in the world because God knows they deserve it!

Keith Kaazky bequeath a permanent reserved parking space to Scott Kovach, a never-ending lucky streak to my best friend Jared Knnish, and a boy-scout medal of honor to anyone who can beat my gasoline fires.

Dianne M. Kelvey bequeath the rest of my life, all my love, and my messy car to Tony, Zulla (I love you.) Thank you mom and dad. I love you.

Jared Knnish bequeath the ability to save to Keith; a real girlfriend to Scott; a pair of K2’s to Jay; a winning season to the football team; coordination and all my love to Jennifer Carter.

Kristin King bequeath the Miss Dilly America title and speech therapy to Jen Curran; to Jen Casavant a brilliant smile and unlimited exuberance, to Kris A. a life on the beach and a navy guy to keep her company; to Amy Stratton my carefree “snork” hair so she will not have to worry about her poof, an “untouchy” man, and Rob St. Pierre’s brain if she ever encounters a calculus class; to Debbie F., gratitude for putting up with my jobs, pains, pulls, whining, and writing on her, to Mr. Schmitty, the impossible task of finding someone to replace that treasurable guitarist; and to all those lost in the crowds, my exquisite fashion sense and guts to be themselves. Peace.

Scott Kovach bequeath Lonnie Morris a book of nursery rhymes so he can keep up on his summer reading; Offiong Edent an alarm clock (his friends will know what I mean); Brian Smith a bottomless barrel; Jay Carson, some more fighting lessons.

Emily Krueger bequeath to Greg P. the unending joy and
freedom that Jonathan Livingston Seagull has always known, a romantic journey through the secret garden to bask in its beauty, simplicity where the royal purple irises grow and where the tranquil measures of Chopin’s “Posthumus” whistle happily to Henriette; to Daffy - an always youthful smile, perhaps even a sad book or two and a large bottle of Kiwi Sundance; to Juliet a great huge hug oh- and a sane and organized friend who doesn’t leave her junk on top of her car so it can fly to never-never-land; a trip to York to Queen Sophie to fill her basket with precious petals from divine white roses that would never die; to John T. I bequeath a legible letter so he must not use a microscopic lens of 400 to read my writing, and a great sense of the respect I have for him as a person; To Claire, perhaps one day a teddi bear and a great triumphant doesn’t leave her junk on top of her car so it can fly to never-land; to Trevor Giusti because he lost his title, a break for Darlene DeFusco’s big mouth, and my DJing talents to my DJing partner Jeff Dyson so maybe one day he will be a real DJ; my front seat to Kerri Lauaglio because she’s always in it; my DJing seat to anyone who thinks they’re man enough, my nickname “munny” back to Kyle Rekas; all my love and affection to Michelle Demagistri from Providence, that maybe one day we will be together forever. I love you Michelle.

Eric Lombar bequeath all my DJing talents to my DJing partner Jeff Dyson so maybe one day he will be a real DJ; my front seat to Kerri Lauaglio because she’s always in it; my DJing seat to anyone who thinks they’re man enough, my nickname “munny” back to Kyle Rekas; all my love and affection to Michelle Demagistri from Providence, that maybe one day we will be together forever. I love you Michelle.

Julie Lima bequeath, the little red thing, the sound of the Gloucester ocean and spaced teeth to Junepepper, the misuse of Spanish grammar and an eternal “entonces” to Laughter, the power to obtain D.C. and a straight face to Blackhead, a “stigmata” to Julian, a bunch of Flemmish, Irish “trainwrecks” to Crommie, a wonderful “What did you do?” to Damian, and a new nickname to Kathi Burger!!! Chiste! Tu eres chistosa!

Steve Lukowicz bequeath my Corvette to Paul Dixon and all the Ford owners so the can have a real car.

Donna MacLachian bequeath a new wardrobe to Cindy Villanova other than black, some adventure and a mind of her own to Lora Balkus, and all the times Maureen Monk and I got away with going “certain” places to anyone as sneaky as us.

Gregg Malardo bequeath drum sticks, a hair cut, party times, and kegers to Reg, ATT-MAY, Beach and the Ville Crew.

Suzanne Marchessault bequeath a “real” car (If I can ever find one), all the black clothes in the world, a really long paperclip chain and a lifetime of happiness to my friend Julie (bean), all my luck and good times at CHS to my “soon to be a freshman” sister and all my senior “talents” to Kris and Dave.

Hollie Marron bequeath 1 can of Glade air freshener to the Henry’s and Robinson’s for each time I’ve been to their houses.
Joe Marsocci bequeath my love to Casey Michaud and a free pass for Coventry High to all the toons because this place is more looney than Toontown!

Carl Marszalek bequeath a tape recorder so that he will be able to listen to himself complain for years to come.

Kristen Martinelli bequeath my iron stomach to Tracy E., a crystal mine to Chrissy M., a bag of magic puffs to Travis C., a real man to Shannon S. and myself, xo xo to Nikki M., and Capt. Morgan himself to Jody Y.

Karen Martins bequeath exit 20, a date with Clayton (Dwayne), a day at Rocky Point, and a dinner at Gregg’s to Jen D. to Staci P. a H.P.S. victim.

Beth Matczak a good time at L.A. to Crista, Jay Roy to Staci, my butterscotchmobile to Lisa Rose so she can drive herself to school, a box of Crunch Berries to Mike Greene, and to Danielle, a year’s supply of cigarettes to take care of all the ones I took from her.

Thomas McAfee bequeath to Lisa nine years’ supply of weight watcher dinners so maybe one day she will look like her sister!

Kelly McCarthy bequeath to Becky Lima a never-ending party complete with ginzu knives; a new outfit to Melissa Ritarossi (like she really needs another one); and a special thank you for all the good times to Arik Carlson. I love you xoxo.

Kyle McCarthy bequeath a Mopar with a nice meaty big block to all the Ford and Chevy sympathizers who think they know the true meaning of power. All the Juicy Secrets Michelle and I shared to anyone needing some excitement in life. And most importantly, all of my love to my wife Karen. Finally, a vacation to all the poor teachers the Class of 90 have encountered over the years.

Janet McCulley bequeath to my best friend Heather A. a new car so she won’t have to go to the bus stop by herself, driving lessons so she won’t run into anymore tree stumps, and to Lori M. every Saturday and off. -Take a break!

Lori McGinn bequeath a new car to Keldred; my microphones to Jen, Amanda, and Kim; the rest of “the Untold Dreams” to Janet M., a car phone to Bob M., hair spray to Nikki M., a bright yellow Z-28 to Missy R., a new camera and “The Tape” to April, a James Dean poster to Missy T., my chores to my brother Rob, and my “batmobile” to anyone who can handle it.

Rituja Mehta bequeath my name to anyone who wants to hear “Who?” and “How do you say it?” forever.

Amy Merigold bequeath my happiness to Eddy in hopes that he will smile more often.

Glen Miller bequeath six inches of my height to Travis Diggs, yet we will all still be taller than him; and a new M.P.U. to C.M., R.O., M.R., B.A., and pinhead.

Rob Mol bequeath to Pookey and Whitney my hopes they graduate before they’re 30 and all my love to Paula.

Maureen Monk bequeath a new job to Stacey B. so she can be free from aggravation; to Donna Mac., a lamborghini in any color she wants and a portable bathroom; to Lora B., a front row parking spot for wherever she goes; to Crista and Beth a clue since they don’t have one; to Greg P. a lifetime supply of ketchup; to Sherri H., a huge coffee pot of decal that will always remain full; and to the girls’ soccer team, comfortable lounge chairs while listening to Mr. Short’s long lectures.

Lisa Moore bequeath the ability to say “bad” words to Carla, 5+2=7, cd+bb=cool! to Sharon; an awesome experience with o-no-ono-o-yyeah to Jen G., her Guess shirt to Jen C., a crack mobile to Phil and Dan so they’ll leave Bessie alone; one more night at Weatherill to the posse; and to Dawn one more rollercoaster ride and one more 1:30 trip home from CT.

Melissa Morein bequeath all my love to Matt Andrews; also my two kids to anyone who can handle them.

Lonnie Morris bequeath a bottle of soul glow to Offiong (AFRO Locks) Edem for his Jerry curls; a Rubber Band to all the long haired winners; a diaper to Wayne Walker for the times he can’t wait; and citizenship to George Dube.

Kristen Mruk bequeath all my love to Joe, a “gold cow” to Monique Hicks, to Jeana Pierson some of that “good stuff” in her notebook from T.P.L.B.N.L., to Michelle Frigon, “hot dogs-n-beans.”

Kimberly Muzzy bequeath to Kayann Wright my height and some driving lessons so she can see over the steering wheel as she hits those bushes in the middle of the road. To Bethany Bridge I leave the grace that it takes to dangle keys as she heads for her bike (high 5). Last but not least, I leave to Amy Stratton the perfect male butt, an “I love Newport” bumper sticker, Ned the pizza dude, some cool beans, a life supply of meatlover’s pizza and diet coke, everlasting friendship, and all the men waiting behind the “Welcome to Massachusetts” sign.

Krista Nelson bequeath a BarNone and a jolt soda to anyone who has the “munchies”; a watch to Kristen C. so maybe she can be on time; and all my love to Ron R., I love you babe!

Kristin Nelson bequeath my yellow bomber to my sister Kelly; my place in the flute section to Heather M.; U.S.B.D.D. to Anna and Missy; the legend of mellaphote to Jodi S.; a name tag to Krista N. so everyone can tell us apart; a girlfriend to Ronnie O. so he’ll always have a real one; my mouth to Heather O. so she’ll always be as loud as me; a real best friend to Staci P. so she’ll always have one when I’m not there; and all my love to Brian Osberg. Thanks for always understanding. I love you, honey!

Donald Nicholas bequeath a 1969 Firebird to Leo Fontaine because he’ll never have the money to buy one.

Grace Nichols bequeath my hyper activity and happiness to all the sad and depressed people who think they can handle it.

Heather Oberg bequeath to Melanie Ricker a special friendship even though we’ve gone our separate ways, to Mike Greene a cheeseburger, and to Brian Aschettino all my love and a cupcake.

Molly Opiekun bequeath a dead baby’s foot to Brooke Tobin to match the one she has hiding in her car, all the money in the world to John Sartini so he can always pay; to Jen Giguere, I bequeath a chorus so she can carry on without Brooke and me. To Crista Silva, a multi-colored Toyota 4x4 so she will be Crista in red, white, and blue.
Ron Osenkowski bequeath a “Jeanna P.” doll to Rich P., and some clothes to Glenn M. so he doesn’t take M.R.’s and mine anymore.

Sharon Palagi bequeath a can of mousse to the “M.M.M.‘s”; 1 foot of height to Denise; a white Grand Am with a toilet to Carla; a bottomless bowl for all those weekend nights to Jen G.; a case of the “Mexican Stuff” to Dan; all the guys she’s ever wanted and never got to Lisa; my cheerleading abilities to my sister Jen; one more night at Fort W. to the crew; 10 reasons to drink a $3 M.B., a wardrobe and a foodstock of her own to Jen C (Bby); and to Phil, my everlasting friendship and a trip with me down to A.S., Fla. in hopes that he may see B.J., and I see M.M.

Billy Paul bequeath another 45 minutes at L.A. Beach Blub to John Lynch; all my love to Tracey Leuba; and also a lifetime supply of Pepsi to John Tripp.

Scott Peckham bequeath a nice fate duley to Chad Mitchell so he’ll have the stones to get Mercy (Nelly). (I’m watching and waiting.)

Jen Penatzer bequeath my everlasting friendship to Holly E., the “Poup”, and a lifetime of Wednesday (Sunday) afternoon drives to nowhere.

Staci Peterson bequeath a new wardrobe to Kelly N. so we never wear the same clothes; a wig to Karen M. so she doesn’t look like a mop; a helmet to Grace N. for when she plays volleyball; a Friday night without Bryan to Shannon L. so she can have some time to herself; a baseball bat to Kristin N. for when Brian gets out of hand; a dancing flower to Beth W. so she can finally get the beat; and all my love to Richie.

Michelle Planeuf bequeath that broken fence in Warwick to Jen Penatzer (she knows why) and some morals to Jeff Sprague because he has none.

Kaylen Phillips bequeath dinner every night at the fast food joints and a real man, but not from Coventry, and the weekends to Debbie Andrews and Jenn Sherman.

Kim Phillips bequeath a girlfriend to S.C. in hopes that some day he will have a real life; and Dan, Dan, the magic man to Jen P.

Chad Piconzi bequeath to my good friend “Wonder” and to all the little people like John, Tony, Rob, Bobby and love to my girl Sue S.

Greg Pintarelli bequeath a friend to sit with at lunch to Kim Linsey and to Nikki Walshe, the perfect body so she won’t kill herself running miles at 4:00 in the morning and going to the Health Club in E.G.

Valerie Pion bequeath 5 minutes to Keith with love; and lots of luck to Tina and Erin. “It’s all the same, only the names will change.” - Bon Jovi.

Michael Pitt bequeath my car, or what’s left of it, to Rob Bereault.

Heather Post bequeath an indestructible car to Keri, all the happiness to Dawn and Kevin, and all the luck in the world to Rich.

Keri Printer bequeath a locker buddy for life to Sharon Palagi so she’ll never be without gossip! - And to Greg Pinterelli, a pocket protector so he can be a real nerd.

Mat Pugopoli bequeath a life time supply of Jimmy hats to Chad and Chris in hopes that they never run out and a bottle of pepe to George, and a diploma to Scott so he can finally leave. Anthrax rules RRRRRight!!! Buddha!

Sherry Ramer bequeath my flirting skills to Theresa Flyntz so she can someday get a REAL boyfriend, a new radio to Tam to blit out that static, an extra blow up doll to Giusti for when the first one wears him out, everlasting tea and crumpets to Keith, a real kiss to Steven because “I’m such a sweetheart!” and an apology to Christine because she deserves one.

John E. Randall bequeath all my tools in my tool box to the underclassmen after me.

Keith Richard bequeath a carton of cigarettes to Morton Oliver.

Lynne Richardson bequeath my driving ability to Wendy Stein; a car to L.J. Sauci so he can bring himself to the video store; all my good times at West Bay and Coventry High to my brother Matt, if he ever makes it; a radar detector to Amy Collins to increase her good luck; and all my love to Steve Sauci.

Melissa Ritarossi bequeath Bridget Gallogly a year’s supply of my mom’s pizza, Sharon Palagi a spare key and a bubble gum factory. Melanie Ricker a job and to Arti a good senior year!

Carla Robinson bequeath to Jen G. a smiley face and an air-conditioned see through tan activity and activity suit so she will never become hot and irritated again; to Denise, Dawn, Lisa, and Sharon and the rest of my 5 foot friends a pair of 10 inch heels so when we go out they can play mom and buy the tickets; and to Jen C. my ability to sing Stevie Wonder songs like a pro.

Mark Robinson bequeath anything and everything to Eric G. and Brian H. so that they can throw it out my window (especially at big white trucks), a roll of toilet paper to Rich P. for those rough Sunday mornings, and a separate wardrobe to “Vern.”

Stephanie Robison bequeath a real boyfriend to Darlene Defusco so we won’t always have to hear “Guys rot.” Many more party times with the “Flyntz mobile,” and last, but not least, all my love to John Kuprevich!

Jenney Romano bequeath the largest jar of vaseline and the biggest bag of smart food to Jenn Cote and all my love to Vinny.

Denise Roy bequeath the world’s largest loop to Amy and Beth; weenies and marshmallows to Amy, Nicole, Lorinda, Tracie, and Chris; Nytol and a watch for those tough tent nights to Carla; a nice guy to Sharon; a wrestle puppy to Jen C.; a bigger sunroof so we can all fit to Jen G.; a horsie of her own to Lisa; a big jacket for movie popcorn to Sue; and a 50’s tape to Phil.

Michelle Ryan bequeath raw squid and look out for Bryan smurf to Kristen Tefft and patience to Dan Defosse and I will always love you Shawn Sanford and a party with Mrs. Cantino cuz I made it!!
Gidget Santangelo bequeath a candy and gum supply to Craig Miller so that he won't have to ask me for anymore.

Brian Santos bequeath my sick and derranged mind to anyone sick or stupid enough to take it.

John Sartini bequeath to Molly, a life supply of napkins for all the times we didn’t make it to a bathroom; J.C., K.R., J.G., R.C. and Rob C. a full cooler and a designated driver.

Paul Schmid bequeath my love always and forever to Sue Syintsakos and my thanks to John F., Jim N. and all my friends who were there for me.

Koren Sheets bequeath a night at the Wacker with nothing happening to her car to Treva, the perfect boyfriend to Rhonda, driving lessons to Missa, a real “you know” to Tracey and the summer of 89 and that night to Jenn.

Stephen Sheridan bequeath an Untouchables video cassette tape to Leon St.G., an automatic transmission to Matt T., a real car to Heath P., a pack of smokeless cigarettes to Rick R., and an easier less busy future life to Matt R.

Jennifer Sherman bequeath a new road to drive up and down when we wear out route 3 to Debbie, Kaylen, and Jane, and to Koren a night at the gas station in hopes that she has as much fun as I did. Also, to my future sister-in-law, Jen T., I leave a pet rabbit.

Crista Silva bequeath to Brent Lyons, my height, or lack of it; to Beth Matczak and John Turbitt a babysitter for when they go to L.A.; to Stacey, a boyfriend who appreciates her; to Donna Mac a boyfriend who will marry her before she is 50; to Moe Monk, an ice cream cone, even though “we don’t allow it” and all my love to Ron.

Rhonda Silva bequeath a real Iroc to Christian Sweet, since we all know his is fake; a jar of peach baby food to Chad Mitchell; a new car to Trish Minor since she smashed her old one; to Darlene Defusco a real man; to all my friends, a smile since you always gave me one when I didn’t have one; and happiness to Tonnie Lavigne since I really hope he finds it someday; and to all my friends in the Class of 91 good luck!

Nadine Skorohod (Queen Sophia) bequeath a little brother to Denuouement; a bag of everlasting potpourri to Julean; a bottled hideous laugh to Whitehead; una bien chevere fiesta en la playa a Feda; a loaf of French bread and a salad to lan and Kristen; one big earring and a shield of white to Claire; a “Bizarre Love Triangle,” the privilege to play with my hair, and one tuna and grape sandwich to King George II; my summer updates and my promise to remember our four years to D.T.; the first third of our Chicken Illus, my “sanity,” and a “happily ever after” to Queen Anne (the Strawberry Girl); an explanation of all the “nothing’s” I ever uttered, a warm or cold hand, and the most beautiful sky imaginable to King George I; the second third of our Chicken Illus, a constant supply of theories, and her own “Prince Charming” to Queen Bee (Irgamire); and a copy of my book Friday in the Parking Lot With George to anyone who wants a good laugh.

Brian Smith bequeath my champion shirt to Jamie so she doesn’t have to wear Paul’s finalist shirt.

Gary Smith bequeath a ride to school every day to Eise Audet, a signal 4 to Eric Galloway, my B.K. sneakers to Angela Arnold, a bungi-cord to Erica DiFranco, my old Monza to Rick Ross’s restoration collection, my ability to persuade State Police to Charlie Swayne, a castle and servants to “Little Princess” so she never has to work again, a pool in her basement to Barbara Jean, a package of broccoli to “Little Sprout,” a ketchup packet to Kim Lavoi “Kimba,” a bag of Brach’s candy to Rob Higley, a set of brand new Rubbermaid garbage barrels to Damon Amaral, a tupperware set to Brian Bashaw for his paint, lots of luck to Kim and Nicole with Kim’s driving, a popularity status to Becky Barr, and all the luck and love in the world to all my wonderful friends.

Lance Smith bequeath all my good times at CHS to my brother Marshall.

Kimberly Sprague bequeath my old Cutlass to Krystal and all my love to Stephen Boulton. Good luck to my sister Krissy in all she does.

Krissy Sprague bequeath to Brad O’Shea all of my love forever or as long as he decides he wants it.

Michelle St. Germain bequeath a personal bank account to Mel R., some sort of meaning to the nickname spook! to Heather L., cover-up to the Ninja. I’m going home O.K. - B.L. A smaller car to Lori D. and the best of luck in the future to all my friends. The parties are not over.

Wendy Stein bequeath my car to my brother Mike so he won’t have to waste all his money paying me to drive him around; to Bonnie Lavoie, a life time supply of microwave food so she can have a “real meal” and to Lynne Richardson, a roll of toilet paper.

Amy Stratton bequeath a “weird connection” and long graceful fingernails like mine to Bath; our Loopin’ days and a bean to Denise; a “warm, tingly feeling” and a bottle of Liz Clairborne perfume to Kayann; a paper bag, dental floss, owary, a new meaning to my future to the Ninja and to Kristen in Africa; a piece of very tasty meat; a huge brownie sundae from Gelina’s and an evening with Frank Santos to Kathi; my “magical” hum, a meat lover’s pizza, my humble dining services, a Newport bumper sticker, Ned the pizza dude, a man with chiseled feature and a HUGE nose, and my friendship to Kim; to my incredibly “cute” sister Jill, I leave my “cute” car, my endless patience, and the best of luck for her next two years; to Mr. Smith, a “sixties peace child” and a willing trombone player; and to Mr. Plasick and the future yearbook staff, a moodier editor, sanity, and a more colorful staff (if possible) than the incredible creative minds of this year.

Kristen Tefft bequeath all of the eskimos in Africa and a brand new dent proof car to Michelle Ryan who desperately needs it. Mel, Gidget, Kelly, and cuz, thanks for being awesome friends.

Melissa Tetreault bequeath all my love to John Flint, I will always love you! Good luck to my cousins Jennifer and Ricky Tetreault in the rest of their high school years; and to my cousin Tammy Vermette a Mickey and Minnie Mouse.

Kelly Thibodeau bequeath a haircut to Koren so she won’t complain about her split ends, my dumb book to Ron, a new car to Heather; and the best of times to all my friends. I love you.
mates!

Tracey Trabucco bequeath to Heather: peanut butter, pickles, and tuna for when she gets the munchies and a beeper so she can find my car at 4:00 A.M. To Yvonne, a free pass for when I leave her at parties and a McD's toilet for you know what! The best of luck to Alicia and many good times to all my friends.

And of course to Jeff, some new bad sheets.

Sandra Tracy bequeath my sensitivity to my sister Andrea, a megaphone to Mom, and my heart to Alan forever.

Terri Trautman bequeath all of Julie Van Eps and my brilliant excuses for getting out of class to any underclassmen good enough to pull them off.

Jon Tripp bequeath my strength to John Lynch in hopes that someday he will be as strong as me.

Andrea Truppa bequeath money and hardworking members with leadership abilities to Student Council. To Jonathan, I bequeath inspirational teachers, lots of luck, special memories, and my Corvette. (Please take care of it!)

Jenn Tyron bequeath a "true" boyfriend to KAS, who really deserves the best! And all my love to Craig. Good luck sis!

John Turbitt bequeath to Jack Bullock a spare set of eyebrows and a year's supply of honey buns to John Kubic a woman his age that plays hard to get and to Keith Kazycz a Holy Bible.

Michele Uccell bequeath all my thanks to Diane for being there for me through the bad times and especially for the good times. Good luck to all my friends in the class of "90".

Jennifer Vallee bequeath a map of RI, a dozen eggs, and a boring 3rd of July to Nikki Marsocci, a golden cow to Jen Giguerre, a midnight swim and a trip to Cumberland Farms to Phil Forte, and a pack of gum to Jamie Sartini.

Cheri Vedder bequeath my permission to go anywhere without waiting for me Lori S., and a lifetime supply of smiles to Linda W. so she never has to look sad again.

Cindy Villanova bequeath an indestructable car to Heather Bache because she cracks her up every weekend; a big inflatable donut to Tara Faunce the D.D. queen; a bunch of thank you cards to all the wild and fun memories to the Cabin Crew '89, and also to T.F., C.L., and K.B.; all my black "hoodlum" clothes to Donna Mackichan, and my driving ability and radar detector to Jeff Sprague so he won't get 14 more tickets.

Linda Waleryszak bequeath a new pair of jeans (without zippers), a new car, and everlasting friendship to Linda Hutchins.

Wayne Walker bequeath all the good times I had in the mornings (Woods) to John Bigden and Matt Carney.

Brenda Ward bequeath one more night at Club Eian to Jenn Coyne, a pair of white socks and black shoes to Michelle B., one more ride in a red Corvette to Julie V., date from L.A. to Stacy C. for the Senior Ball, thanks for being there to J.W. and A.P.

Jessica Warwick bequeath Danger Danger and Desperado to Korey Archambault so she'll finally know; my dancing ability to Sue Correira so she won't just stand around at L.A.; a cool seat on the bus to my brother Mitch since he'll have to take it from now on; ESP to Bobby Rooney so he'll never have to ask; a paper bag to Kris Gepler for the next time he gets sick on the train at Rocky Point; friends to Mike Primrose; and the last dance to Jeff Pride.

Jennifer Webb bequeath all the taco's she can eat (without choking), to Rhonda Silva and all the times we left school "sick" to anyone who can pull it off as well as we did.

Kayann Wright bequeath tall, dark, rich, sexy, and handsome men to Kim and Amy in hopes that they will get what they have been looking for. Also all of my love to Craig, since I have already found who I was looking for.

Mike Writer bequeath my collection of trash metal tapes to Mike Blanchard so he can listen to some real music.

Lori Wynn bequeath all the pickles in the salad bar to any underclassmen who loves them as much as I; and all my love to Doug.

Lisa Yehle bequeath a flying frog and a shower cap to Lemon; the best friends in the world, Mary M. and Ron D. to anyone who thinks they can get through high school without them; and all my love to Jason Lackey.

Chris Youngs bequeath the song "Have a Drink on Me" to the Class of "900.

Jill Zaino bequeath all my love to Randy DeFosse and to Steph R. the best Blue Cross there is so she'll forever be covered.

Lori Zaino bequeath all the great times in "tech" to my friends' and to my sister Jill and Lori C. thank you for making my High School years the best ever. Friends forever (long duck dong) Love ya! Chris H. good luck in 12th.

Deborah Zawadzki bequeath rope and an all night drive with Bob to all of all the girls; to Miss Clarke, the Mystery of the three "1's" to Miss Clarke; all my lightbulbs (to illuminate even the smallest part of the B.V.) to Edwy; my chauffeur and dolls to Julean; the fool-proof portable lightning rod to Rob B.; a sand castle on this far distant shore and my greatest ring to Anne; my smiley face to Claire; my bubble solution and black and white clothes to Devora; a healthy chicken and my Playskool ruler (for drawing the perfect line segment) to Sophia; and the peace of rhubarb pie to all members of the Gaudy Ring Club.

Amy, Nadine, Kati, and Debbie bequeath ghosted trees, the Tales of Emily Hawthorne, pizza crusts, focused candids, Don, an official yearbook office (or closet); our "excellent, fabulous" typing skills, the definition of "posterior", and a trip to hell (or the swamps) and back with the idiot box to Mr. Plascik; and an inflatable Mr. Plascik doll to ward off inquirers after 2:45 PM, our sense of purpose, Vivarin, our ability to alphabetize, and our organization to all the yearbook staffs to come.
National Honor Society
Class of 1990

The Honors Society is a prestigious group that acknowledges student achievement in academics. Students who achieve the necessary academic standards for admission to the Rhode Island and National Honor Societies must apply and be elected to membership by a faculty council on the basis of the additional qualities of character, leadership, and service. Students are eligible to apply for membership as juniors or seniors based on their career grade point averages figured at the third quarter of the junior and senior year. It encompasses the cumulative grades for each subject taken during the student’s high school career. With the grading system that was begun at the beginning of the 1987 school year, each grade received was weighted differently increasing the GPA needed for admission to the Honors Society. For the class of 1990 a 3.50 was needed for admission in grade 11 and a 3.30 was needed for admission in grade 12. For the classes of 1991 and beyond, a 3.65 was needed for admission in the junior year and in the senior year a 3.40 will be needed for admission to the Honors Society.

Officers

President
Deborah Fitzpatrick

Vice-President
Amy Stratton

Secretary
Andrea Truppa

Treasurer
Kristen Antos

Members

Damon Amaral
Kristen Antos
Dana Blasbalg
Stacey Cole
Frank Colucci
Jennifer Dyl
Cara Enchelmeyer
Deborah Fitzpatrick
Jason Gomes
Kristin King
Emily Krueger
David Landers
Julie Lima
Suzanne Marchessault

Hollie Marron
Carl Marszalek
Kristen Nelson
Melanie Ricker
Lori Robertson
Mark Robinson
Nadine Skorohod
Robert St. Pierre
Amy Stratton
Tracey Trabucco
Andrea Truppa
Kayann Wright
Deborah Zawadzki
To All Posterity

Eunice, the yearbook elf, toad stool, etc., put out a simple request to the seniors of CHS: define posterity. A precious few defined it correctly; some had a vague idea of the word's meaning; and still others got creative:

**posterity** (the Coventry definition) *noun* 1. Something to help hemorrhoids. 2. Extra-short people to trip. 3. A hunchback. 4. Being nice to posters.

**posterity** (the dictionary definition) *noun* the offspring of one progenitor to the furthest generation: DESCENDENTS.

This has hopefully been a learning experience for all!

Charlie Sheen - *Platoon.*

Dave Beaudreau. Backdoor. 14 Gilles St. Physician. *Activities:* Volleyball 11, 12; Track 10, 11, 12; Student Council; Letterman's Club; Full Contact Tiddly Winks; Thursday Night Club. "Who says Trix are just for kids?"

Heidi Belanger. 9 Columbia Avenue. Chef. A thank you for all Coventry school has done for me and I wish all my fellow graduates success in everything they do.

Robert Bergmann. Rob, The Birdman, Fehlenmann, Kleinemadchenmann. 658 Weaver Hill Road. Banker. *Activities:* Gaudy Ring Club 12. "The master dictates the path of the stream that the servants swim in. The master chooses whether the water will be hot or cold, calm or turbulent. The only choice a servant is allowed to make is whether to stay in the stream or get out." - Master and Servant.

Billie Jo Bessette. Bee-J. 27 Acres of Road. St. Joseph School of Nursing. *Activities:* Voc-Tech Nursing Class 11, 12 (Vice President). Best of luck to Dianne and Tony. All my love and attention to Stephen.

Theresa Blair. Tree. P.O. Box 123 Fiskeville. College for Fashion Design. *Activities:* SODA 9, 10, 11 (Vice President), 12; Governor’s Committee 11, 12; Ohio Conference 9; Youth to Youth 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council. "You keep me standing tall, you help me through it all, I am always strong when you’re beside me." - Peter Cetera (Song: Glory of Love.)

Michael Blanchard 42 Clar Rd.

Stacey Blanchette. 3 Elm Street. Retail and Manager. *Activities:* Spanish Club 9; Photography Club 11, 12. "I'll be there for you, these five words I swear to you!" To Ke, Steph, and Shellie — you will always be #1.

Dana Blassing. 98 Wood Cove Drive. Elementary Education or Child Psychology. *Activities:* Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12;
Survey Stuff

An unbelievable 72 percent of THE senior class owns cars;

More than three out of four seniors do have a job;

A whole 12 percent of the surveyed seniors has dyed, bleached, or tinted hair;

And, 15 percent of the senior class could boast of the ability to define POSTERITY. This percentage placed seniors at second only in ignorance to the freshmen.

This information was compiled from the results of surveys filled out by 115 seniors.

National Honor Society 11, 12; Hugh O'Brian nominee and finalist 10.

"Happiness is like a butterfly - the more you chase it, the more it will elude you; but if you turn your attention to other things, it will come and sit softly on your shoulder." - Kushner

Jennifer Borkowski 19 Eleanor Dr.

Michelle Bourassa 451 Maple Valley Road. Elementary Education. "Eternity can come today or tomorrow, but how will you know unless you live for today." Scott, Thanks for always being there.

Stacey Boyd Stacie, Boydstun, Staciucci. 49 Berkshire St. Interior Designer. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 12; Spanish Club 9, 10; Italian Club 11(President), 12(Secretary); Official Scorekeeper Girls Basketball 9, 10, 11; Senior Class V.P. "What?! ... Can I get U something?!" This is a bus, no gum, no standing, close that overheard! What's that smell- coconuts?" Graciass Seenoreena!" "Oh really?"

Bethany Bridge Beth, Little Red. 123 Lloyd Drive. Teacher. Activities: J.V. Football Cheerleading 9(Captain); Varsity Hockey Cheerleading 9; Varsity Wrestling Cheerleading 10, 11, 12(Captain); Varsity Football Cheerleading 10, 11; Competition Squad 10, 11, 12; Band 9, 10, Student Council 9, 10, 11; Spanish Club 9, 10, Teen Advisors 9, 10; Letterman's Club 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; J.V. Volleyball 9, 10(Captain); Varsity Volleyball 10, 11, 12(Captain); Cross Country 10; Yearbook 9, 10; Who's who Among American High School Students. "Friends are friends forever if the Lord's the Lord of them and a friend will not say never because the welcome will not end ... A lifetime is not to long to live as friends." - Michael W. Smith

Holly Brindamour 314 Hopkins Hill Rd.

Stephen Brooks 25 Helen Ave.

Andrea Brouillard 133 Windsor Park Dr. Nurse/Midwife. Activities: Voc-Tech Nursing 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. "If the sun refused to shine, I'd still be lovin' you. If the mountains crumbled to the sea, It'd still be you and me!" - Led Zeppelin. Andrea-in-Joey 4-eva.

Joseph Brousseau Joe. 150 Shippe Colle Road. Autobody. Activities: Auto Body 11, 12; Vica 12. "Memories, press between the pages of my mind, memories sweetened through the ages just like wine, memories."

Thomas Brousseau RR#7 Box 4397 AA

William Bruner 3 Driftwood Dr.

Eli Buckley 106 Railroad Ave. Undecided. Activities: Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12. "He who makes a beast of himself gets rid of the pain of being a man." - Dr. Johnson

John Bullock 9 Greene St.


Susan Byrne Sue, Suzie, Suzie-Q. 9 Helen Avenue. Cosmetologist/Hairdresser. Activities: Student Council 9; French Club 9. Thanx to all my friends that made these 4 years great. Best of luck Class of '90!

"Today, well lived, makes yesterday a dream of happiness, and tomorrow a visitor of hope." -

Jeffrey Calesshu Jeff. 22 Metro Dr. Activities: Track 9, 11, 12. Good luck Steve S., Michelle B., Mike D., Daniel K., Paul D., Chad A., Jason B., Mike G., and Shawn H. You guys are the best.

Tracey Card Trace. 22 Beechwood Street. Physical Therapist. Activities: VICA 11; DECA 12. It is not where we stand, but in what direction we are moving

because this time, like all time, is a very good one, if we but know what to do with it.

Erik Carden 6 Wisteria Dr.

Arik Carlson. Arik. Arik. Arik. Arik. 219 Blackrock Road. Self-Employed. Activities: J.V. Hockey 9, 10; Varsity Hockey 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 11, 12. Kelly, "You're the reason the sun shines down, and the nights, they don't grow cold. You're the one I hold when I'm young, only you as we grow old." M. Crue. I love you!!!

John Carlson 33 Gadouy Ave.

Dawn Caron. Dawn. Downy. 116 Hamburger Road. Psychology/Social Work. Activities: Track 9; Spanish Club 9, 10; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Letterman's Club 11, 12; Social Committee 11; Varsity girls soccer 10; J.V. Football Cheerleader 9; Varsity Basketball Cheerleader 10; Varsity Football Cheerleader 11, 12; Wrestling Cheerleader 11, 12. "The future - a happy face, for a loving race; the time will come my friends when we'll be together to the end." - Soul II Soul I love you guys! S.P., N.M., J.C., T.M., J.V., P.F., C.B., H.M., N.W., C.R., D.R., K.F., C.S., J.S. especially L.M. and M.B.

Donna Carr 20A Main St.

Marcia Carras. Marci. 12 Pettine Street. Medical Assistant. Activities: Middletown H.S.(RI); Color Guard 9, 10(Co-Captain); CHS Chorus 11, 12; League Soccer 12; CHS Flagteam 12; A Capella Choir 11, 12. "Heaven from all creatures hide the book of fate, all but the page prescrib'd, their present state."

Geoff Carron. Geoff. Mod Dog. 474 Fairview Ave. To be the next Tommy Lee. Activities: Football 9; DocSavage 11, Riton 11, Minaton 12; Jinx 12; Lunch Line Cutting Team 9, 10, 11, 12; General all around hanging 9, 10, 11, 12. "I'm trouble waking. I'm every mother's nightmare." - Ace Frehley. "Mutha don't wanna go to school today." - Extreme. "Schools out completely." Alice Cooper.
Jennifer Carter. Jen. 5770 Flat River Rd. Public Accountant. Activities: Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Tennis 10; Hugh O'Brian Nominee 10; Social Committee 9, 10, 11, 12; Junior Prom Queen Candidate; Homecoming Queen 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12 (Vice President); Letterman's Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Varsity Cheerleading; Soccer 9, Basketball 9, 10; Football 11, 12 (Captain); Wrestling 11, 12. "Love is not love which alters when it alteration finds; it is an ever-fixed mark, that looks on tempests and is never shaken." - William Shakespeare. Thanks for all the great memories — I'll never forget you guys!! D.R., C.R., D.C., J.G., L.M., N.W.A., N.M., B.B., K.K., and especially Sharon (MMF)- my bestest friend and Jared- I love you!!

Jennifer Casavant. Jenn. 1431 Hill Farm Rd. Activities: Pep Club 9; Chorus 9; Cross Country 12; Student Council 10, 11, 12; NLTC 11; Varsity Revue 11, 12; Spanish Club 11, 12; Student Council Rep; Yearbook 12; Senior Slide Show 12. "What a wonderful world this would be if we could learn to love with our hearts and not our eyes." Quantl. Thanks Mom, Krisy-Poo, Dilly and Fitz.

Holly Casimiro. 200 Station St.

Lori Caskey. Caskey Woman. 267 Arnold Rd. President of Cummings. Activities: Chorus 9, 10, 11; Acapella 12. "Memories will last forever!" to Chris C. "That's what friends are for" L.Z. and J.Z. "You can lean on me" to Kerri C.

Kerri Catalani. 33 Pettine St.

Paul Catalani. Classy Paul. 33 Pettine Street. Electronic Engineer. Activities: W.B. Machine Tech 11, 12; VICA 11, 12; VICA Competition 11, 12; Full Contact Bowling 11, 12. "People let me, I'm growing watered and slaughtered and faltered and altered the world, but by doing so smashed all his hopes and Utopian dreams!" - Judas Priest.

Sean Cavanaugh. 176 Maple Root Village

Brian Chadwick. 6 Trafford Park Dr.

John Charpentier. 7 Colonial Rd.

Frank Chauvette. FTC, Nose, Tyrone, Homes. 76 Williams Crossing Road. Radio Disc Jockey/MTV host. Activities: Varsity Soccer 10, 11, 12; J.V. Baseball 10; Who's Who among American High School Students 10; SADD 10, 11, 12; WCVY 11, 12; General pain to anyone around 9, 10, 11, 12; J.V. Basketball 10, 11. There are too many people to thank for making me what I am today. But you all know who you are, thanks for all the great times. Mom, Dad, I love you both, thanks for being there for me and remember, everyone fails; it's how you bounce back that makes you what you are.

Jeffrey Chevalier 26 Holmes Rd.

Michael Ciccarone 40 Bank St.

Paul Cloutier 20 Colonial Rd.

Matthew Cohn 3 Hancock Dr.

Jason Cole. Jay, Coleslaw. 781 Washington Street. Sales Representative, Real Estate Agent. Activities: Varsity Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Varsity Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain). "We think a lot but don't talk much about it 'til things get out of control." - Van Halen. Keep tipping! John G., Rob L., Reko, Ray, John S.

Mildred Cole. Hope Furnace Rd.

Stacey Cole. Stace. 11 Viola Street. Pharmacist. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook 12; National Honor Society; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12. "I don't want the world, I just want your half." - They Might Be Giants.

Amy Collins. 17 Read Ave.

Frank Colucci. 27 Daniel Drive. Journalist. Activities: Band 9, 10; Newspaper 11; Academic Decathlon 11, 12; Model Legislature 12. "There has not been any great talent without an element of madness." - Seneca

Anthony Comstock. 482 Main St.

Susan Conde. Sue. 320 Mile Road. College. Activities: Varsity Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Varsity Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Varsity Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Varsity Track 10, 11, 12; Lettermen's Club 11 (Vice President), 12 (President); French Club 9, 10. "Live for today and worry about tomorrow later." Good luck J.G., C.R., D.R., L.M., T.F., M.R., P.F., S.P. Thanks for everything R.C.

Christine Conneally. Chris. 133 Wood Cove Drive. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12 (Treasurer); School Play 11, 12; Varsity Revue 9, 10, 11, 12. If you have a problem with something try to change it. If you don't try then you have no right to complain.

Roger Contreras. 25 Ames St.

James Cooney. Flex. 139 Gleeley Avenue. Have my own gym. Activities: Full Contact "Lunch!" 11, 12. I will win a bodybuilding title.

damian cote. The boy with a spider atop his head. 47 Clubhouse Road. Musician/entrepreneur. Activities: Thee Mad Dogs 12 (Captain); Thee Subcultural Underground Conspiracy 9, 10, 11, 12. "Man has the right to do what he will, when, where, and with whom he will, any man denying himself this right is a parody unto himself." - A. Crowley. We love our audience ....

Jennifer Cote. Jenn. 128 Barbs Hill Road. Marketing. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 12; Junior Class Social Committee; French Club 9, 10; Senior Slide Show. "M&M's are like people, the good stuff is on the inside." Jenney- does the frogman live in the box? Thanx for always being there J.R. and M.B.

Jennifer Coyne. 9 Paige Dr.

The Unheard Clamor

Standing in absolute silence — open mouth . . .
silence — just breathing a pouring out of the soul
screaming in pain . . .
but no words, no words
no sound, no sound
an unutterable whisper of nothing
Yet its whole purpose was to cry out for help
But there seemed to be no one — no one
Not a soul to listen, to understand
No open mind, no hearing ear, no seeing eye

Kristen Cummings. Snork. 7 Chandler Drive. Financial Analyst Controller. Activities: Freshman Class Treasurer; Student Council 9; Varsity Soccer 10; A Cappella Choir 10, 11, 12; Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12. “You shut your mouth — How can you say I go about things the wrong way. I am human and I need to be loved — Just like everybody else does . . .” - The Smiths. With love and dedication to Scott — may he rest in peace forever. I love you Gregg. I always have memories . . . "If this is the stuff dreams are made of-No wonder I feel like I’m floating on air — ” - The Cameleons.

Jennifer Curran. Dilly. 11 Stonegate Road. Business. Activities: Band 9, 10; French Club 9, 10, 11 (Treasurer), 12(President); Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Cross-Country 11; Elite Dilly Club 9, 10, 11, 12(Vice President). “The right to do something does not mean that doing it is right.” - William Safire. I love you Jeff!! Thanks Krissey, Jenn, Fitz, Cara, Tammy.

Susan Curria. Shorty. 5 Whittier Drive.

Philip D’Agostino. Phil. 1524 Main Street. Business Management. Activities: Deca 12, Italian Club 11, 12. “Keep your feet on the ground and keep reaching for the stars with Champagne wishes and caviar dreams.” “PAD”

Jason D’Alessio. Gar. 9 Elmonte Drive. Millionaire. Beneath all my years in Coventry High School I give my brain cells, ”the few that I have,” to Erica Greene.

Kim Dalton. Krazy Kim. 12A Newell Court. Accountant. Activities: Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12. If you follow your heart and mind you’ll find the dreams that you’ve been looking for.

Diane Daniels. 92 Bramblebush Road. Pediatric Medicine. “Believe in the magic of your dreams and always reach for that brass ring.”

Ronald Danis. 18 Stone St.

Mike Danna. 261 Pulaski Street.

Accountant. I give thanks to Ryan, Paul, Shane, Brian, Fred, Shannon, Heather, Michelle, and Keith for being there for me.

Scott David. Sly. 92 Reservoir Road. Male Stripper. My name is Scott there is no other; they say I do it better when I’m under the cover.

Kristen Davignon. Krissy. 40 Lorraine Avenue. To own a day care center. Activities: Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12; Pom Pom Girls 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11; A Capella Choir 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10. Thanks Mom and John, I never could have done it without you! I Love you Sherr!! Thanks for being there for me! Joy, Remember all the great times we had! I love you Scott!

Jennifer DeBellis. Jen, trouble, is that the one? 309 Woodland Drive. Medical Assistant. Activities: Chorus 9, 10; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12. To N.H. and L.B., is this a road? K.C., two more years, K.M. always remember the 18th and 19th, M.P., I will miss our chats, Nora, talk to JeH, I love you Dave!

Joyce DeCiantis. 161 Waterman Hill Road. Lawyer. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 9, 11. To N.H. and L.B., is this a road? K.C., two more years, K.M. always remember the 18th and 19th, M.P., I will miss our chats, Nora, talk to JeH, I love you Dave!

Randy Defosse. 45 Pierce St.

Darlene DeFusco. Darl. Darl D. 15 Bostonian Drive. Business College. Activities: Chorus 9, 10; Lunch 9, 10, 11, 12. Undecided, just remember “there are two paths you can go by, but in the long run, there’s still time to change the road you’re on.” Led Zeppelin.

John Della-Grotta. 90 Pembroke Ln.

Dina DeMaio. 24 Lloyd Drive. Social Worker/Psychologist. Activities: Voc-Tech 11, 12; Child Care. The future’s uncertain and the end is always near - The Doors. Kate, are you trying to say I’m crazy?

(S.T.) Bob- I love you!

Larry Demers. 1 Larchmont Dr.

Edward Denton. 456 Washington St.

Lisa Denton. Dr. D., Buga. 91 Windsor Park Drive. Activities: J.V. Softball 9; Varsity Softball 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain); VICA 12(Secretary). Kerri, Its Snowin! Michelle F., Erica I., Alicia.

Michael Dietzel. 380 Lewis Farm Rd.

Christine DiVona. 1037 Sisson Road. Psychiatrist. Activities: Student Council 9, 10. “Whenever you feel your losing ground, think about those who are less fortunate than you.”

Christopher DiVona. 2 CLark Rd.

Paul Dixon. Shorty. 40 Waterman Hill Road. U.S. Naval Officer. Activities: ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12. “So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see, so long lives this, and this gives life to thee.”

Lisa Drowne. 95 Hill St.

Sandi-Jean Drowne. Brat. Gouba. 81 Pembroke Lane. College. Activities: DECA 11. The best to the class of “90”! And to my sister all the hairspray cuz she needs it! And all my love to Mike!


George Dube. 1 Breezy Lake Dr

Dawn DuBois. Dawny, D.D., Double D. 4 Marjonie Street. Social worker. “You never say never to a challenge that will come along the way. You’re going to make it to the best times of your life, don’t stop at the top.” - Scorpions.

Kristen Dumas. Dumas. 1670 Victory
Highway. College. Activities: Chorus 9,10,11; VICA 12; West Bay 11,12. Good luck to the class of '90 to Tina-Tuna. Stop gagging!! And, to Alfred Flint, I'll always love you baby!

George Dupis. Log Bridge Rd.

Jennifer Dyl. 403 Read Schoolhouse Rd. Activities: Cross Country 9,10,11,12; Track 9,10; Spanish Club 10,11; Student Council 10; Yearbook Staff.

Michele Eccleston. Shub. 7 Albro Lane. College. Activities: West Bay 11,12. "Follow your dreams where they lead you or until you find them." Best of luck to the class of '90. Lee-lee we made it finally! Thanks for always being there. Remember that Thursday.

Offiong Eden. Holmes. 124 Sandy Bottom Lane. Mechanical Engineer. Activities: Football 9 (Freshman), 10 (Varsity), 11, 12 (All Division, Captain); Varsity Track 11,12; Basketball 10, 11 (Varsity). Those who know me know I have overcome. "It takes a nation of millions to hold us back." - Public Enemy.

Holly Edwards. Holl. 63 Princeton Avenue. Early Childhood Education. Activities: Voc-Tech Child Care 11,12; VICA 11,12 (President). Best of luck to the class of '90. Special thanks to Kim P., Jen P., Mom and Dad! All of my love to Pete.

Kelly Eldred. 100 Wisteria Ave.

Cara Enchelmeyer. 26 Benoit Street. Physical Education Teacher. Activities: Alton Jones 9,10; Hugh O'Brian nominee 10; Spanish Club 9,10,11,12; National Honor Society 11,12; Theater Club 12; Varsity Revue 10,11,12. "I am a dancer, that's who I am - what I do ... All I ever needed was the music, and the mirror, and the chance to dance." - A Chorus Line.

Tracey Ephraim. 108 Shore Drive. Court Reporter. Activities: Band 9,10; Entry 11; Deca 11 (Nationals). Here's my one moment in time, when I'm all that I thought I could be. When all of my dreams are a heartbeat away and the answers are all up to me.

Tara Faunce. 25 West View Dr.

Ryan Feeley. Ry, Louis, Crommie. 22 Juniper Hill Drive. Lawyer. Activities: Cross Country 9,10,11,12; Track 9,10,11,12; Basketball 9; Academic Decathlon 11,12; Entry 12; French Club 10,11,12; Model Legislature 12. "Sometimes the view of change is distorted by a change in oneself!" - John Steinbeck.

Kimberly Fey. Kim. 72 Indian Trail. Biology research. Activities: Science Club 11 (Secretary), 12 (Secretary); Spanish Club 10,11; Drama 9,10,11,12. God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.

James Fidas. 63 Highwood Dr.

Julie Fisher. 9 Whipple Court. Elementary school teacher. Activities: French Club 9,10,11,12; Theater Club 11,12; Student Council 12. "When you wish a star, makes no difference who you are; anything your heart desires will come to you." - Jimmy Cricket.

Deborah Fitzpatrick. Fitz, Debbie, Debobabamos. 7 Azalea Way. Lawyer. Activities: Student Council 9,10,11,12; Spanish Club 9,10,11,12 (Vice President); National Honor Society 11, 12 (President); J.V. Softball 9,10; Varsity Football Statistician 9,10,11,12; Hugh O'Brian Nominee 10; Photography Club 11,12; Yearbook 12, Sophomore Class 10 (Student Council Representative). "Kind words can be short and easy to speak, but their echoes are truly endless." - Mother Teresa. I'll never forget you guys: B.B., K.K., K.A., C.E., T.F., J.C., A.S.


Theresa Flyntz. Mother, Flintstone, Flyntzmobile. 20 Eleanor Drive. Lawyer. Activities: Photography Club 12 (President); Who's who among American High School Students 11,12, "Curb Shmerb" - nights in the Flyntzmobile. Thanx to the "Posse" crew (Sher, Steph, Bev, Chris, Trish, and Douche) for making my senior year the best ever! I luv you guys! "Friend!"

Kerri Fontaine. Ker, Font, Ker Ber. 39 Mumford Street. Psychologist. Activities: Photography Club 9,10,11,12; Spanish Club 9,10,11,12; Photography Club 9,10,11,12; Spanish Club 9,10,11,12; Social Club 9,10,11. "In total darkness we are all the same, it is only our knowledge and wisdom that separates us, don't let your eyes deceive you." - Janet Jackson.

Leo Fontaine. Leoooo. 400 Fairview Avenue. Owning Construction Business. Activities: Voc-Tech 11,12. "If you feel that life's passing by catch the train of better times. Hard times go as soon as the good times roll." - Scorpions.

Lori Forcier. 292 Tiogue Avenue.

Phil Forte. Ike. 77 Arnold Road. Business. Activities: Basketball 9,10,11,12; Thursday night club 11,12 (President); Pep Club 11,12; Letterman's Club 12. "I won't let my moment of truth pass me by, I've got to make my move now or never." "I won't give up until I'm satisfied." - Richard Marx.

Brian Franklin. RR4 Box 3292.

John Freed. 5 Fry Pond Road. Activities: Voc-Tech Auto Mechanics 11,12; VICA 12. "Life, it seems, will fade away, drifting further every day, getting lost within myself. Nothing matters no one else." - Metallica, Fade to Black.

Michelle Frigon. Turtle, Shell. 60 Coventry Drive. Elementary Education. Activities: Porn Porn Girls 9; Entry 9,10; Pep Club 11; French Club 10; Student Council 9,10. "We'll take the best, forget the rest, and someday we'll find these are
The 6 favorite movies of the senior class according to our December 1989 survey:

1.) Cocktail

2.) Rainman

3.) Look Who's Talking

4.) Lost Boys

5.) Lethal Weapon & Dead Poets Society

the best of times." - Styx. Best of luck to T.F., K.M., B.J., K.B., S.B., and everyone else. Shane, I'll love you always!

Tammy Fry. Tam. 36 Raymond Street. Physical Education Instructor. Activities: Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9. "The race is not always to the swift, but to the one who keeps running."

Tracey Fusco. Tray. 6 Wesleyan Avenue. Undecided. Activities: Spanish Club 9, 10; Italian Club 11, 12. "Be your own self." "The steps U Take R no easy road, but the reward is great 4 those who want 2 go." - Prince.

Bridget Gallogly. Gidget. 7 Metro Drive. Public Relations. Activities: Freshmen Class President; Social Committee 10, 11, 12; Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10; DECA 12; School Play 12; Varsity Basketball Statianic 9. "The night has a thousand eyes, and the day but one; yet the light of the bright world dies with the dying sun."

Heath Gallup. Box 93 RR.9

Gerry Garcia. 33 Hill St.

Michelle Gardner. Mitchel. 19 Watercrest Court. Activities: ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12.

Michelle Gaudreau. 70 Mill St.

Rhonda Gervais. 1398 Harkney Hill Rd.

Jennifer Giguere. Jen. 12 Jack Pine Road. Business. Activities: Letterman's Club 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10; Soccer 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 12; Spanish Club 9, 10. "Run Fee Fee, Faster Fee Fee" - Far Side.

John Giusti. Juice. Juicey. Trev. 3 Osprey Drive. Contracting and realty. Activities: Football 9, 10; SADD 9, 10, 11, 12; SODA 10, 11; French Club 9, 10; Spanish Club 11, 12; JV Hockey 9; Varsity Hockey 10, 11, 12; Varsity Track 9, 10, 11, 12; B.D.A. 9, 10, 11, 12. "A night of good drinking is worth a year of good thinking." - Charles Cotton. Keep tipping - Kyle, Jay, John, Ray, Rob, Sher.

Jason Gomes. Jay. 27 Valiant Drive. Undecided. Activities: Chess Club 9; Entry 10, 11 (Editor); WCVM 10, 11, 12 (Music Director). "If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music which he hears, however measured or far away." - Thoreau.

Kim-Marie Goulart. 50 Murry St.


Mike Greene. Greeney. 51 Puritan Avenue. To be the next Donald Trump. Activities: VICA 11, 12; Voc-Tech 11, 12. "Mary, Mary, why you buggin'?" "Mitchell I've only had my license for two days." "Buddha we'll always love kussie." Beth, I love you. Bye, bye.

Andrea Griffiths. Andi. 6675 Flat River Road. Activities: WCVM 9; DECA 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12 (Senior Class Representative). Mama came to the door with a tear drop in her eye. I just said don't cry mama just smile and say good to ye Bad company.

David Hadley. Woody. Town Farm Road. U.S. History Teacher. Activities: Track 10, 11, 12; Cross Country 11, 12; Sking 9, 10, 11, 12; Full contact bowling 12; 12 oz. Curls 11, 12; 7 oz. Curls 9, 10; Water Skiing 9, 10, 11, 12; Hockey Cheerleading Fan 10, 11, 12. If you can't be good - be good at it. Keep your feet on the ground and keep reaching for the stars. Have a large day.

Danielle Hale. Dani. 18 Cherry Blossom Lane. Secretary. Activities: Basketball Stat 9, 10, 11; Spanish Club 10. We must live as we think, otherwise we shall end up thinking as we have lived.

Lyle Hall. Box 4550 Town Farm Rd.

Shawn Hall. 27 Longfellow Dr.

Leann Hamilton. 4 Manor Dr.

Sherry Hanlon. Jerry. 7 Metro Drive. Business. Activities: Printing 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. Thanks to the Senior Printing class for making it great this year, and a special thanks to Tara Faunce, for making everything great!

June Hargreaves. Hope Furnace Rd.

Tina Harpin. Hardo. 1670 Victory Highway. Model. Activities: Junior Prom Queen. You say your dreams are burned to ashes and your smile have turned to tears. It seems to me you welcome sadness as you surrender to your fears. I love you Troy Sroka forever!!

Bryan Harrison. Harry, Los. 19 Sweetwater Drive. Self Employed. Activities: Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz Singers 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9, 10, 11; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; SADD 11, 12; Photo Club 10, 11, 12. The years are over, the year is gone, but we all know the party will go on.

Richard Hartman. 9 South Glen Dr.

Ellen Hawkins. 11 Dexter St.

Mark Hazelip. 40 Circle Dr.


Erica Henry. Er. 129 Provident Place. Business Management. Activities: Golf 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 9, 10; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; DECA 12; Student Council 9, 12; Varsity Letterman's 9, 10, 11, 12; Hugh O'Brian Nominee 10. Our greatest glory consists not in never failing but in rising
every time we fall. "The best is yet to come" - Samantha Fox.

Mathew Hickey. 28 Wood Cove Dr.

Monique Hicks. 2 Whittier Dr.

Carlisle Hiers. 1 West View Dr.

Aaron Higley. 501 Hill Farm Rd.

Melanie Hodde. Mel. 756 Victory Highway. Executive Secretary. Activities: Chorus 9. Thanks Kris for being there for me when I needed someone to talk to. Good luck to K.L., G.S., K.T., K.K., M.B., H.B., and A.A.

John Hudson. 33 Teakwood Dr.

Yvonne Hudson. Von, Hudson. 52 Wisteria Drive. Successful businessperson. Activities: Track 10,11,12 (Varsity); Student Council 11,12; Pep Club 12; French Club 12; Homecoming Committee 12; Alton Jones Leadership Conference 12; Senior Slide show Committee 12; Reach Out 12; Varsity Revue Committee 12. "A liar needs a good memory."

Jayson Hurd. Feda. 54 Sharpe Street. International Business. Activities: Spanish Club 11,12; Italian Club 11,12; WCVY 9,10,11,12. 4 years passed some times too fast, sometimes too slow, I'll miss my friends, but everyone else, that's the news and I am outta HERE!

Linda Hutchins. Weaver Hill Rd.

Tracey Iannitelli. 14 Knotty Oak Lane. Equestrian Studies or Business. Activities: Chorus 9,10,11,12. I want to wish all my friends and the Class of 1990 lots of luck in the future.

Peter Jankowski. 45 Lydia Rd.

Robert Jordan. 10 Long Pond Rd.

Daniel Kane. 32 Indian Trail.


Keith Kaszyk. Kasz. Box 81 Hopkins Hollow Road. Happily Wealthy. Activities: Student Council 10,11,12; French Club 9,10,11; DECA 12; Wrestling 9,10; Skiing 9,10,11,12; GLAD (founder) 10,11,12; Track Tanning Team 11. Excuse me then; it is in my heart; but dearest friends; alas, we must part! (KASZ) Toot Alu, go with God, and don't take any wooden nickles (Carlin).

Mark Kelly. 154 Nelson Capwell Rd.

Dianne Kelvey. Chevy. 24 Bank Street. Occupational Therapy. Activities: VICA 11,12; President Junior Nursing Class; Secretary Senior Nursing Class; Reach out 12; State Competition VICA (Nursing) 11. Best of luck to Billie Jo and Steve. Tony, our love will always be strong for as long as we love one another. I love you forever!

Jared Kennish. Buckey. P.O. Box 81. CEO of large corporation. Activities: Football 9,10,12 (All-Division); Track 11,12; Letterman's Club 12; Pep Club 12; Who's who among High School Seniors. Love is the star to every wandering bark, whose worth's unknown, although his height be taken.

Kristin King. Kinger. 14 Magnolia Lane. World Famous Writer (Journalist) and Artist. Activities: Jazz Band 9,10,11,12; Student Council 9,10,11,12; Spanish Club 9,10,11,12; Cross Country 10; Yearbook 11,12; "Once Upon A Mattress" 11; Jazz Singers 12; Theatre Club 11,12; Missy Dilly Elite 11,12; Field Trip Club 9,10,11,12. "And the love you take is equal to the love you make ... " - The Beatles. "Life's a riot!" - Billy Bragg. "To be nobody but yourself in a world which is doing its best day and night to make you everybody else means to fight the hardest battle any human being can fight and never stop fighting" - E.E. Cummings.

Dennis Kinney. 8 Bates Ave.

Scott Kovach. Scottie, Stars. 50 Murray Street. Owner of a ski resort. Activities: Football 11; DECA 12. Somewhere the sky touches the Earth, and the name of that place is the End.

Emily Krueger. The Strawberry Girl. E-Miley, Elliot Kovers, Meine Klene Oma. 1190 Town Farm Road. Teacher. Activities: French Club 9,10,11,12; Theatre Club 11,12; National Honor Society; Once Upon A Mattress 11; Florence in the Odd Couple 12; Gaudy Ring Club 11 (Vice-President). 12; Jazz Ensemble 10. "Don't believe what your eyes are telling you. All they show is limitation. Look with your understanding, find out what you already know, and you'll see the way to fly." - Richard Bach. J.L.S. Good Health to you all. God Bless You (And I mean that!).

John Kubic. Kube. 18 Colvintown Road. Governor of R.I. Activities: Football 9; Wrestling 9,10,12. "Blank happens."

John Kuprevitch. 101 Wood Cove Dr.

Pamela Kusiak. 14 Creighton Pl.

Jason Lafrenaye. 187 Boston St.

Cindy Lambert. Cyn. 15 Kingswood Drive. Nurse. Activities: Student Council 11,12; Pep Club 12, DECA 12 (Vice-President); A Day in Coventry, Christmas project manager, Alton Jones Leadership conference; senior slide show 12; Home Coming Committee. I fought a good fight, I finished my course, and I kept the Faith. Thank you Y.H., K.T., H.B., T.F., C.V., for all the great times, and my love to Paul S.

"The Relationship Between Movie Rental and Religion" — Yes, it sounds like the title of a bad term paper, but the second survey sent out to seniors did question students as to their religious and movie viewing tendencies. The 60 percent who said they would rather rent movies have surely been influenced by the recent and enormous popularity of video cassette players; yet the traditionalists who prefer the feel of the movie theater remain a strong minority force at 40 percent. The class was split in half as concerns religion: 53 percent answered "YES" they do, and 47 percent, "NO" they don't, hold strong religious beliefs. The class was almost exactly divided on both these "issues" of liberal and conservative attitudes. Is there a correlation here? ... We can only speculate!

---E.B.


Brandon Lee. Brain Dead Leeski. Pole 21 Sisson Road. Professional ATV racer. Activities: Voc-Tech 11, 12. If I had a dollar for every cow I milked I would be rich. KK I love you. And ELVIS LIVES!

Jennifer Lee. 126 South Main St.


Tracey Leuba. Tray. Lube. 1561 Main Street. College. Activities: Painting 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. "Here I am with open arms ... hoping you'll see what tour lives means to me ... " - Journey. John Fonseca, I'll ALWAYS love you!! Thanks to S.H., K.D., L.Z., K.S., R.S., D.T., W.S., M.A., and M.T. for everythin. Good Luck in everything. Tessa George, twatter padid? A word of advice: Don't give it!

Rob Levesque. Big Rob, Norm, Jayleno. 48 Breezy Lake Drive. Contractor. Activities: Football 9 (Captain), 10; Baseball 9; Basketball team manager 11; Voc-Tech Carpentry 11, 12 (Class President); VICA 11, 12. "We think alot but we don't talk much until things get out of control." - Van Halen. Thanks Reko, Trever, LaLa, Jay, John S. "Want your head busted".

Becky Lima. Beck. Child Care Worker. 14 Newell Court. "Someday when we all reminisce, we'll say there wasn't too much we missed, and through the tears, we'll smile when we recall that we had it all." - St. Elmo's Fire.


Eric Lombardi. Ponch, Manny. 74 Colvintown Road. Disc Jockey. Activities: Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; J.V. Soccer 9; WCVY 9, 10, 11, 12; Roadents road crew, sound and lights 9; WCVY production director 9, 10, 11; Music Monster 9, 10, 11, 12; Varsity Revue 9, 10, 11; Class DJ. Pump up the Jam: Get up on your homegirl. Christine, I love you babe I hope our love can last forever. Keri you're the best friend anybody could ever have.

Kyle Losek. 1 Jack Pine Rd.

Steven Lukowicz. 20 Cherry Blossom Ln.


Brent Lyons. 1056 Main St.

Kelly Lyons. Blondie. 4 Gillespie Court. Legal Secretary. Kris and Mel, thanks for being there for me. Remember don't drink no more and nor less.

Julie Macdonald. 4 Sand St.

Mark Macdonald. 6 Tulip Rd.

Donna MacLachlain. Donna Mac, DMac. 14 Thompson Drive. Business Lawyer. Activities: Varsity Soccer 10 (First team all division) (Honorable mention all state), 11 (Captain), 12 (Captain) (First team all division); Varsity Softball 9, 10, 11 (Second team all division), 12 (Captain); J.V. Softball 9, J.V. Basketball 9, 10; French Club 9, 10, DECA 12. "This is the time to remember 'cause it won't last forever." Mea. "That's what friends are for!" Mom + Dad thanks for being the greatest parents ever!

Gregg Malardo. 43 Hill Farm Camp Road. Professional Musician. The show is through, the metal's gone. It's time to hit the road; another town, another gig, again we will explode. "Whiplash."

Suzanne Marchessault. Sue, Suey, chu, Junepeppa. 4 Jack Pine Road. Biologist. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12.
French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Photography Club 11 (Vice-President); 12; Foreign Language Award 9, 10; National Honors Society 11, 12; Alton Jones Conferences 9, 10, 11, 12. "... somewhere there's someone who cares, with a heart of gold, to have and to hold." - Martin L. Gore. Depeche Mode - forever!!... but not tonight (aah!). Julie (bean) you're the best, thanks for everything, and to my partners K.C. and I.H. I love ya!

Hollie Marron. Hol. Gibson Hill Road. Occupational Therapy. Activities: Band 9; Social Committee 9, 10; Letterman's Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Cheerleading J.V. Football 9; Varsity Hockey 9; Varsity Basketball 10; Varsity Wrestling 11, 12 (Co-Captain); Pep Club 10, 11, 12 (President); J.V. Volleyball 10; Varsity Volleyball 11, 12; Reach-Out 12. "The purpose of life is not to be happy, but to matter, to be productive, to be useful, to have it make a difference that you lived at all." Leo Rosten.

Joseph Marsocci. The Toon. Mishnock Road. Cartoonist. Activities: Class Artist 12; Founded Toontown 9, 10, 11, 12; conquered Disneyland 9, 10, 11, 12. "A laugh can be a very powerful thing. Why, sometimes in life it's the only weapon we have!" I love you, Casey ...

Carl Marszalek. 12 Driftwood Drive. Engineer. Activities: Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 10, 11, 12; Band 9, 10; Varsity Letterman's Club 12. "There has not been any great talent without an element of madness." - Seneca. "Knowledge is power.

Kris Martinelli. Martinelli. 78 Wright Way. Model unit. "Be all, and you'll be the end all, life can be a real ball, state of mind, EUPHORIA!!" - Anthrax.

Gustavo Martinez-Gonzale. 381 Weaver Hill Rd.

Karen Martins. S.T.E.N.D.S. 16 Manning Court. Sportscasting. Activities: Band 9; Student Council 9; French Club 10, 11; Entry 12. Staci, Kelly, Shannon thanks for making my Senior Year great! Jen you're the best friend anyone could have, thanks for always being there!

Bethanie Matczak. Belfie. Vicki, Squeaky. 685 Matteson Road. Architect. Activities: Cross Country 9, 10; Track 9; Wrestling Video 9, 10; Spanish Club 9. "Can I get you something?" Bethie with a "ff" and Stacy with a "z". "Go hammer, go hammer"" Mike, touch it!""I farted, I farted!!'I wish I knew where my boyfriend was, Ker!"" Mikey" I loovee Youuu!!

Edward Matola. 41 Club House Rd.

Troy Mattatall. TJ. 327 Hopkins Hollow Road. Activities: Welding 11, 12. "Don't anyone wake me if it's just a dream, cuz she's the best thing that's ever happened to me ... What did I ever do to turn your angel eyes my way?"

Thomas McAfee. 28 Lemis St.

Robert McAllister. P.O. Box 5053.

Kelly McCarthy. 121 Howard Avenue. Elementary School Teacher. Activities: Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Cross Country 11; Varsity Track 10, 11, 12; WCYY 10; Letterman's Club 10, 11, 12. Go north, go straight, - "How much is a five pack?" Amy remember to "Skeat it up" and "SHOOT AGAIN". It's you and me forever Carlson Kid. I love you Awie!

Kyle McCarthy. 23A Airport Rd.

Janet McCulley. 64 Laurel Ave.

Lori McGinn. Lor, Lu-Lu, Dr. Chicken. 17 Princess Street. Elementary School Teacher. Activities: Chorus 9; Sad 9, 10, 11, 12 (Secretary). "Heaven isn't too far away, closer to it everyday." - Warrant. Thanks to R.L., E.A., K.E., K.B. Best of luck to the Class of '90. Phil 4:13.

David McGowan. 51 Red Oak Dr.


Amy Merigold. Aim. A. 22 Lorraine Avenue. Activities: French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Photography 11, 12. Lose your dreams and you may lose your mind ... Ain't life unkind ... Goodbye (R.S.). Thanks Mom, Dad, Eddy ... for everything!

Troy Messier. 129 Sisson Rd.

Jenny Michael. 164 Breakheart Hill Rd.

Glen Miller. Flash. 851 Matteson Road. Teacher. Activities: Soccer 9, 10; Volleyball 11, 12 (Captain); Track 11, 12; Pep Club 12; Photo Club 11; Letterman's Club 12. "Everything has to end badly, or else nothing would ever end." - Cocktail.


Kristine Monahan. Krissy. 4 Wesleyan Avenue. To own a day-care or pre-school. Activities: SADD 9, 10, 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. Thanks to all my friends, especially my best friend, Kerri Catalani and also to Mom, Dad, Scott, and Dan for all the help and support through high school. " And I've made up my mind, I ain't wasting no more time, 'cause here I go again." - Whitesnake.

Maureen Monk. Moe, Monkey. 3 Deerfield Road. Education. Activities: Cross Country 11; Varsity Soccer 10, 11, 12 (Captain)(All Division); Basketball 9, 10; Varsity Basketball 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Softball 9; Varsity Softball 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain); Spanish Letterman's Club 11, 12. "Self-Confidence is the key to success." Thanks Kathy, Donna, Lora, and Stacey for your support and friendships. Stace: "Like what the ?" "I'm clueless.

Joseph C. Moore. Joe. 85 Abbotts Crossing Road. To own a grass farm in Columbia. Activities: RIOTC 10, 11, 12; Study cut team 9, 10, 11, 12; Breakfast Club 10, 11, 12; Outdoor Club 12.

Lisa Moore. 3 Ivy Drive.
Neil Moran. 75 Leuba Road.
Melissa Morein. 1 Jenny Lane.
Emory Morgan, Jr. 506 Victory Highway Road.
Lonnie Morris. 111 Read Avenue.
Kristen Mruk. 38 Highwood Drive.
Jason Murdock. 83 Wisteria Drive.
Kimberly Muzzy. Kim, 201 Hill Farm Road. Broadcast Journalist. Activities: Student Council 9,10,11,12; J.V. Football Cheerleader 10; J.V. Basketball Cheerleader 9 (Captain); Varsity Basketball Cheerleader 10; Drum Majorette 12; Science Club 10,11 (Student Council Rep),12 (Secretary); Jazz Singers 10,11,12; Journalism 10,11 (Editor), 12 (Editor), SADD 10, Spanish Club 9. No one can make you feel inferior without your consent.
Krista Nelson. Kris, 2 Newell Court. Long, happy life. Activities: Chorus 9,10,11,12; A Capella Choir 10,11,12; French Club 10,11.
Kristin Nelson. Kris, Krissy, Chee chee, Dopey, seetcheeks, squeezy, nips, yo adrenaline, mouth 2. 5 Wintergreen Court. Accountant. Activities: Band 9,10,11,12; Marching Band 9,10,11,12, Spanish Club 9,10,11,12; Spanish Honors 9,10; National Honor Society 11. "If you love something, set it free. If it comes back. It's yours. If it doesn't, it never was." Thank for the greatest two years of my life, Brian I love you!
Donald Nicholas. Donay, RR9 Box 66B Plainfield Pike. Navy Drill Sergeant. Activities: Football 11,12; Track 10,11.; VIC 11. "When you first walk through the door, you know you're gonna meet someone special."
Chris Oliver. 169 Boston Street.
Morton Oliver. 7 Bailey Drive.
Molly Opiekun. Mol, Box 128 Hill Farm Road. Teacher. Activities: J.V. Softball 9; Varsity Soccer 10,11,12 (Co-Captain); Varsity Soccer 10,11 (Tri-Captain); Junior Class Treasurer; Senior Class Treasurer; Senior Slide Show. "Let the good times roll" - Cars. John and Brooke- I love you both. J.G., J.Y., C.S., L.M., B.G., E.H., H.M. - Good luck to everyone.
Ronald Osenkowski. Ron, OZ. 80 Williams Crossing Road. Activities: Varsity Baseball 10,11,12; Spanish Club 11,12; Varsity Letterman's Club 12; Pep Club 12. "Hey, let's turn this mother out."
Andrea Packard. 10 Angelwood Drive.
Sharon Palagi. Sar, Shari. 45 Wisteria Drive. CPA. Activities: French Club 9,10; Student Council 9; Sophomore Class Treasurer; P.E. Club 10,11,12; Letterman's Club 11,12; Track 9,10,11,12; Varsity Cheerleading 11 (Captain Basketball), 12 (Football, Wrestling). "It's a tragedy for me to see the dream is over and I never will forget the day we met Class of '90 I'm gonna miss you!"
Kenneth Parenty. 88 Coventry Drive.
William Paul. 233 South Main Street.
Scott Peckham. Watty. 29 Leuba Road. Activities: Basketball 9,10,11,12; Voc-Tech 11,11,12; VICA 11,11,12. Thanks to Buddha and to Todd Sylvester for getting me through my last two years. "Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime. We'll take the best, forget the rest, and someday we'll find these are the best of times!" - Styx. Open "the fishtank bar!".
William Pendleton. 229 Blackrock Road.
George Perris. Blurr, Trueheart. 35 Gadary Street Apt. 20. Private Investigator. Activities: DECA 12. Memories are forgotten, your friends never forgotten, with each day we get a little more wise, always looking for a surprise but never getting what one is expecting.
Matthew Petti. 93 Bramble Bush Road.
Michelle Phaneuf. 5 Daniel Drive.
Kaylen Phillips. Kay. 26 Centennial Street. Elementary School Teacher. Activities: Chorus 9, DECA 12. "Keep looking on to tomorrow 'cause ther's so much in life that's meant for you." - Deb hope you have a great senior year. Good luck class of '90!"
Kimberly Phillips. Wilbur. 78 Sheltra Avenue. Childhood education. Activities: Voc-Tech Child Care 11,12; VICA 11,12. Best friends have bridges to a better self. New friends are a promise to our future. Good luck to H.E. and J.P. All my love to Jim.
Chad Picozzi. 7 Wildwood Street.
Jeana Peirson. 32 Diane Drive.

Greg Pintarelli. Pinhead, Cliff. 14 Crestwood Drive. To be living and working at something I enjoy. Activities: J.V. Soccer 9; Varsity 10,11,12 (Captain); Track 11,12; Spanish Club 11; Mad Dogs Member 12 (Captain). "If a dream is all you've got homeboy, you've gotta turn that dream into the real mccoy." TOO SHORT. "Long live the Snatcherooniel." "Later dudest!

Valerie Pion. Val. 61 Leuba Road. Undecided. Activities: Drama Club 11; Yearbook 11. "My life is like an open book, for the whole world to read; Sometimes nothin' keeps me together at the seams." - Motley Crue. "You'll always be very special to me; and your memory will forever be in my heart; never to depart."

Michael Pitt. 52 Rawlinson Drive.

Kathi Pontarelli. Kath, Vera. 162 Princeton Avenue. Psychologist. Activities: French Club 9,10,11,12 (Secretary); Student Council 9,10,11,12; Yearbook Staff 11,12 (Picture Editor); Academic Decathlon 11; Hugh O'Brian Finalist 10; School play 12; Theatre Club 11,12; N.A.S.C. Conference 11; Project Insight of R.I. 9; Freshmen Social Committee; Field Trip Club 9,10,11,12.

Heather Post. Little Heather. 169 Pilgrim Avenue. Stenography. Good luck to the class of '90! "Dream on, dream on, dream on, dream until your dreams come true." - Aerosmith.

Keri Printer. Ker. Kerry. 807 Plainfield Pike. Social Work. Activities: Student Council 9,10,11,12; French Club 9,10; Pep Club 12. "Friendship, trust, honor, respect, admiration; this whole experience has been such a revelation." - Stella R. "Mega Powers-never forget! Christ you're the best! Good luck, love you!

Matthew Puopolo. Buddha. 335 Shady Valley Road. To be a vet. Activities: West Bay Voc-Tech machine tech. Death is just a stage of life, to be a master at life you must know when to die!

Matthew Raboin. 505 Hill Street.

Sherry Ramer. Sher, Ram, Stella, Poopey. 378 Town Farm Road. Dental Hygienist or Nurse. Activities: Track 9; Cross Country 9,10; Junior Class Vice President. "Sherni where've you been since nine this morning?" - Outfield. (Keith) "You're hurting me!" - Theresa. "Rike a Rog!" - Bevie. Doo - need I say anything? Kylee, Giusti, Ray-Ray - you guys are the best! Steven, how's Pooh-Bear? You're awesome "Mary"! Tom, you're wonderful thanx for everything.

John Randall. Randall, Hot Rod, Johnny. 56 Hope Furnace Road. To Graduate. Activities: ROTC 9,10; Voc-Tech Automotive 11,12. "He who dies with the most toys, wins!" - Put brain in gear, before putting mouth in motion", "A jack of all trades, master of none."

Melissa Rebeiro. 21 Manor Drive.

Kyle Rekas. Ky, Reko. 195 Hopkins Hill Road. Rhode Island State Trooper. Activities: J.V. Hockey 9; Varsity Hockey 10,11,12. Thanks Jay, Rob, Ray, John G., John S., Kup and (Petrin ... no) "We drink a lot but don't talk to much about it till things get out of control."

Keith Richard. 8 Centennial Street. To own my own business. Activities: Band 9,10; VICA 12; West Bay Carpentry 11,12. "Land mines has taken my sight taken my speech, taken my arms, taken my legs, taken my soul, left me with life in Hell." - Metallica.

Lynne Richardson. 19 Wesleyan Avenue.

Melanie Ricker. Mel. 360 Mishnock Road. High School Teacher. Activities: Teen Advisors 9; Student Council 10,12; Pep Club 10; French Club 10; School Play 12. Look out weekend, here we come! To the Carbunkle Crew- K.B., K.T., T.T., Y.H., H.B., thanks for making my senior year the best!

Melissa Ritarossi. Missy, Mis. 44 Lake Drive. Lawyer. Activities: Student Council 9,10,12; Pep Club 9,11,12; Spanish Club 9,10; Chorus 11; DECA 12; Senior Slide Show Committee; Homecoming Committee 12. Whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing well! Lot's of luck Bridge! See ya on the slopes Scottie!

Lori Robertson. 10 Trafford Park Drive.

Carla Robinson. Carly Simey. Carl. 15 Silver Maple Drive. Teacher of the hearing impaired. Activities: Jazz Dance Team 9; Student Council 9; Spanish Club 9; Pep Club 10,11,12 (Secretary); Junior Class Secretary; Sophomore Class Social Committee; Letterman's Club 10,11,12; Varsity cheerleading 10 (Basketball), 11 (Football, Wrestling), 12 (Football - Captain, Wrestling). "May good fortune be with you may your guiding light be strong, build your stairway to heaven with a prince or a vagabound and whatever road you choose I'm right behind you win or lose." - Forever Young.

Mark Robinson. Mr. Markr. 15 Silver Maple Drive. Sciences. Activities: Freshman Baseball; Varsity Baseball 10,11,12; J.V. Soccer 9; Varsity Soccer 10,11,12 (Captain); Pep Club 11,12; Spanish Club 9,10,11; Letterman's Club 12. "Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once and a while, you could miss it." - Ferris Bueller. Lauren, I'm whipped.

Stephanie Robison. Steph, Stephy, Futu. 2024 New London Turnpike. Paralegal Assistant. Activities: Vice President of the Photography Club. Thanks to Theresa, Christine, Tricia, Bev, Darl, Jill, Tina, and Tracy for making my senior year the best! Luv ya guys, best of luck in the future!

Jenny Romano. Jenn. 26 Reservoir Road. To own my own child care center. Life's trials may be hard to bear, but patience can out live them. Thanks J.C., V.D., and C.R. for everything! Good luck J.C. with M.C.

Richard Rossi. 28 Carlson Street.
It's 10:00. Do you know where your children are?
The second survey also inquired as to just where seniors
spend their free time. In order of decreasing popularity,
the following were the most popular hang-outs: 1.) a
friend's house, 2.) wherever, 3.) the mall, 4.) L.A. Beach
Club, and 5.) the movies. People also admitted to
spending lots of time at work, at home, or in their car!
Others pass time in the Guidance Office, at fast food
restaurants (B.K. and McD's), at the library, or in Prov-
dence. Then we also have those in our class — you
know who they are — who told us they frequent Won-
derland and Candyland, who hang out in the forest and
in cemeteries, and who confess to spending much time
at Coventry's own "chicken infirmary". You figure it
out!!
---E.B.

Denise Roy. Weenie, Dee. 6 Plum Tree Lane. College. Activities: Band 9,10,
French Club 9,10,11,12; Pep Club 9,10,11,12; Letterman's Club 9,10,11,12;
Hugh O'Brien Nominee: Football Cheerleader 10,11,12 (Co-Captain);
Wrestling Cheerleader 10,11,12; Hockey Cheerleader 9. "Fairy Tales they do
sometimes come true if you believe it could happen to you!" - Surface. Good
luck Class of 1990!

Congratulations to the class of 1990. Thanks Mom. I love you lots. Thanks Kris,
Mrs. Cantino, and to the teachers. "I don't know where I am going but I sure know
where I've been." - White Snake.

Michelle St. Germain. 75 Lake Drive
Box 5122.

Leon St. Germain. 30 Wood Land
Avenue.

Robert St. Pierre. Rob. 468 Maple Valley
Road. Physicist. Activities: Chess Club 9;
Cross Country 11,12; Computer Club
11,12; Math Club 11,12; Academic
Decathlon 12; Track 11,12; Photography
Club 10,11,12. "It would be an unsound
fancy and self-contradictory to expect that
things which have never yet been done
can be done except by means which have
ever yet been tried." - Francis Bacon.

Gidget Santangelo. 353 Plainmeeting
House Road. Elementary Teacher. "Love
can take us all the way." - Jack Wagner.

Brian Santos. 385 Arnold Road.

John Sartini. Lites. 105 Bramble Bush
Road. To find a happy hour that lasts
forever. Activities Football 9; Basketball
9,11; Baseball 9,10,11,12. "Where have all
the good times gone?" - Van Halen. Jay,
Kyle, Rob, John, and Jay—have a cold one
on me and thanks for all the great times.
Mol, I love you!

Stephen Saunder. John Franklin Road.

Paul Schmid. Meatball. 2 Noella Avenue.

Policeman. Activities: Voc-Tech 11,12;
VICA 11,12. "Everybody's been hurt
before - Love comes and goes, when you
put your faith in something so unsure.
You're never happy 'till you put your faith
in something that's secure.'

Karen Sheets. Kore. 121 Arnold Street.
College. Activities: West-Bay Voc-Tech
Printing 11 (President), 12 (President);
VICA 11,12. "Washed away I
dream of you but nothing else could ever
take you away 'cause you'll always be my
dream come true." - Skid Row. Love you
Christopher 6/9/89.

Steven Sheridan. Steveno. Stevie Boy.
17 Woodland Ave. To be an actor for
the movies only. Activities: ROTC 9; Voc-Tech
12. "Behind every silver lining there's a
dark cloud." - George Carlin.

Jennifer Sherman. RR2 Box 1125
Harkney Hill Road.

Crista Silva. Chiste. 35 Wisteria Drive.
English Teacher. Activities: Basketball
9,10,11; Spanish Club 9,10,11,12; Softball
10,11; Italian Club 11,12. Beware the
umbrella lady! We are los Seniors. For Jay
squared 1-800-be-a-ho! Mol, "knock 'em
off the blocks Rick!" This is a bus.

Jasen Silva. 30 Scott Hollow Road.

Rhonda Silva. Rhonda. 16 Cynthia
Drive. College. Activities: Voc-Tech
Printing 11,12; VICA Parliamentarian
11,12. Thanks to my family, and to the
brothers I never had Bob and Al. Lynn
and Al you're both great friends. I love
you guys.

Nadin Skorohod. Queen Sophia,
Sophie, Star Gazer, Indigo Skies, The
Nade, Nadia, Negra, BLACKHEAD, The
Nadster, Mariana, Cooper, Sarah, Iris,
Chicken, Neggy, 9 Hill Street. To be a
bubble-blowing "trampolinite". Activities:
Spanish Club 10; Yearbook Staff 11
(literary editor), 12 (copy/literary editor);
Jazz Singers 12; A Cappella Choir 12;
National Honor Society 11,12; the Gaudy
Ring Club 12 (in charge of naming
members "Fruito") and determining their
degree of "Chickenishness") "Someone
calls there in the shadows/there's an end
to the dark/ 'cause there's someone out
there/someone like me . . . " - Sarah
Mclachlan. "Any man's death diminishes
me because I am involved in mankind; and
therefore never send to know for whom
the bell tolls; it tolls for thee." - John
Donne. "The only way to have a friend is
to be one." - Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Brian Smith. Smitty, Hugo, 2 Deborah
Avenue. Activities: Wrestling 9,10,11,12;
Cross Country 9,10,11,12; Track 9,10,12;
Math Club 9,10,12. Be excellent and party
on dudes.

Christine Smith. 56 Wood Cove Drive.

Gary Smith. Gar-old. 35 Rosemary Street.
Media Production. Activities: WC0Y 11,12;
ROTC 9,10; Class, lunch, and health office
9,10,11,12. "We didn't start the fire. It
was always burning since the world's been
burnin'" - Billy Joel. "I ski, therefore, I
have peace with myself." - Gary Smith.

Lance Smith. 4229-A Hill Farm Road.
Activities: Football 9,10; Wrestling
10,11,12. "To live in fear is to never have
lived at all!" "It's not the kill, but the thrill
of the chase."

Melissa Smith. Missy. 56 Wood Cove
Drive. Nursing. I never thought I could
need someone as much as I need you!
Anthony, Mom, Dad, and Gramps.

Shannon Smith. 22 Idaho Street. "My
heart's feeling like a needle lost in the
hay restrained to meet again; my friend do
think that we ever will . . . " - Testament

Robert Snyder. 9 Whitman Street.

Matt Sollars. 17 Cynthia Drive.

Lori Sprague. 10 Rawlinson Drive.

Jeff Sprague. 52 Cedar Street.

Kimberly Sprague. Kimmie. 220 Weaver
Hill. Real Estate. Activities: DECA 12;
Student Council 9. "You will be invited to
my tupperware parties" to Terri Trautman.
Kristina Sprague. 220 Weaver Hill Road.


Wendy Stein. Wendels. 4 White Pine Road. To run my own nursery school. Activities: West-Bay Voc-Tech Printing 11; Child Care 12; VICA 11, 12. “Long we live, high we fly, smiles we give, tears we cry, all we touch and see is all our lives will ever be.” - Pink Floyd. I love you, Brian.

Amy Stratton. Strat, Amos. 12 Kingswood Drive. Undecided. Activities: Band 9, 10, 11, 12 (Vice President); Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12 (Treasurer), 12; Yearbook 10, 11; VICA 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 (Special Assignments Editor), 11 (Junior Editor), 12 (Editor-in-chief); Theatre Club 11 (Student Council Rep), 12; French Club 9, 10 (Student Council Rep.), 11 (Vice President), 12 (Vice President); Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Jazz Singers 12; J.V. Cheerleading 9; Varsity Cheerleading 10, 11, 12; Social Committee 10; NASC Conference 11; NLTC Conference 10; Hugh O’Brian Award 10; National Honors Society 11, 12 (Vice President); From Fashion Show 11; Field Trip Club 9, 10, 11, 12; “You cannot discover new oceans unless you have the courage to lose sight of the shore.” - Bob Marley.

Brian Stubbs. 523 Town Farm Road.

Richard Sutherland. 158 Princeton Avenue.

Todd Sylvester. 6 Dennis Street.

Stephen Sylvia. 47 Colvintown Road.

Kristen Tefft. 33 Lear Drive, Box 3291K.

Melissa Tetreault. Missy. 12 Crestwood Drive. College. Activities: Chorus 9, 11; Cross Country 9; French Club 9, 10; VICA 11, 12; “All that we know, all that we see, is all our lives will ever be!” - Pink Floyd. John, I’ll always love you!

Michael Therrien. 20 Johnson Boulevard.

Kelly Thibodeau. No-Clue, Kel-Bel. 15 Peachtree Lane. Health Services. Activities: Student Council 11, 12; Pep Club 12; Spanish Club 12; Homecoming Committee 12; Secret Pal Committee 12; Senior Class Secretary; Student Services Committee 12; Reach Out 12. “What is moral is what you feel good after and what is immoral is what you feel bad after.” - Ernest Hemingway.

Debra Thomas. Debbie, Deb. 92 Old Flat River Road. Computer Programmer. Activities: Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12; VICA 11, 12; VICA Tech graphics arts and printing. Thanks for everything Kristen Dumas, Jill Zaniut, the VICA Tech Printing class. Also, all my love to John Freed and all the good times we have shared and many more to come. I will love you always!!

Brooke Tobin. 360 Town Farm Road. Lawyer. Activities: Varsity Soccer 10, 11, 12; J.V. Softball 9, 10; Varsity Softball 11 (All-Division); Social Committee 10; NASC Conference 11; NLTC Conference 10; Hugh O’Brian Award 10; National Honors Society 11, 12 (Vice President); From Fashion Show 11; “I will love you always!!

Tracey Trabucco. 70 Highwood Drive.

Sandra Tracey. Harkney Hill Road.

Matthew Trahan. Pole 92 Hill Farm Road.

Terri Trautman. Hey you! 124 Poorfarm Road. Psychologist. Activities: Chorus 9; Photography Club 10; SADD 11, 12; Student Council 11, 12. “I pass through this world but once, any good I can do, let me do it now, for I shall not pass this way again.” - Etienne Grellet.


Andrea Truppa. On-drea, Corvette Queen, Raquel. 11 Azalea Way. International Lawyer or successful politician. Activities: Student Council 9 (“Most outstanding freshman”), 10 (NLTC conference), 11 (Vice President), 12th (President); Sophomore Class President; R.I and National Honor Society 11, 12 (Secretary); Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Italian Club 12; A Cappella choir 10, 11; Jazz Singers 10, 11; Hugh O’Brien Nominee 10; Once Upon A Mattress 11; La Befana 12; Theatre Club 11; Varsity Revue 9, 10, 11, 12; “I want it all, I want it all, and I want it now!” Thanks for the opportunities C.H.S.I love you Mom, Dad, and Jon!!

Jennifer Tryon. Jenn 2, Jenns. 10 Garfield Drive. Cosmotologist. Activities: West Bay 11, 12; VICA 11. Good luck Class of “90”. Thanks Lee-Lee for all of the homework!! Someday I’ll share my knowledge with you!!

John Turbitt. Turbo. 15 Lemis Street. No clue! Activities: Founder Homework Exchange Program 10, 11, 12; member of the Breakfast Club 10, 11; Spanish Club 11, 12; Photography Club 12; Student Council 12; Soccer 9, 10, 11; Track 12; “Did Most” for C.H.S. 12; Varsity Cheerleader 10 (Hockey), 11 (Basketball), 12 (Soccer) (Captain). “I love you Mom, Dad, and Jon!!

Michele Ucci. Mimi. 150 Tough Avenue. Child Care. “You can do anything if you set your mind to it.”

Jennifer Vallee. Jen. 26 Diane Drive. College. Activities: Varsity Soccer 10, 11, 12; Lettermen’s Club 11, 12; Pep
Odd Notes

Ever listen to a satanic polka? Apparently one senior has done just that— and enjoyed it! Actually, outside of common rock music, the most listened to music among 108 surveyed seniors was as follows: classical (31 percent), punk (27 percent), rap (16 percent), funk (8 percent), post-modern (7 percent), and folk (6 percent). One person, surely brainwashed by the phys. ed. department's two-week course in "American culture," voted for... square-dancing music. Other kinds of music mentioned included country, jazz, heavy metal, reggae, and industrial. The surveys revealed our class to be one of very diverse musical tastes, a medley of interests! Yet now we can almost hear the graduation march: on June 9 we finally march together to the beat of the same drummer, who, sad to say, probably won't be playing a polka!—E.B.

Club 12; French Club 9,10; Student Council 9; Entry 12. "I took for granted all the times that I thought would last somehow, I hear the laughter..." - Richard Marx. Dawn: I'm coming home! Everybody—remember weatherfall!

Julianne Vaneps. RR1 Box 169 Stone Mountain Lane.

Cheri Vedder. Accountant. Thanks to Linda and Jen R. for always being there for me. Special thanks to Lori, you're the best friend anyone could have. Bye Mr. Wheetstone!

Tammy Vermette. 5 Nancy Court.

Cindy Villanov. Bud, Hood, Cin. 24 Wisteria Drive. Travel/Tourism. Activities: Pep Club 12; Senior Float 12. "Fallin' rain outside my window, but all in all I know; it's getting better everyday." - Tesla. I'll always love you, Mike!


Wayne Walker. Chico. 77 MacArthur Boleva. Professional Hockey Player. Activities: Football 9,10,11,12; Hockey 9,10,11,12; Baseball 9,10,11,12; Pep Club 12; Varsity Letterman's Club 9,10,11,12. The eagle has landed and the fat man walks alone.

Brenda Ward. 25 Town Farm Road.

Jessica Warwick. Jess. 41 Yale Drive. College. Activities: French Club 10,11,12; Photography Club 11,12. "Seasons must change separate paths/separate ways. We were walking through some youth, smilin' through some pain, that's alright let's turn the page." - Motley Crue.

Jennifer Webb. 6 Magnolia Lane.

John Wilcox. Sutter, Skippy. 1175 Victory Highway. To make lots of dollars. "Life's battles don't always go to the stronger or faster man; but sooner or later; the man who wins is the man who thinks he can." - Stahl Headers.

Kayann Wright. Kay, Mrs. Wampa. 2 Blue Spruce Drive. Engineer. Activities: Yearbook 9,10,11,12; Science Club 9,10,11 (Treasurer), 12 (President); SADD 10 (Student Council Rep); Junior Class Representative, Chorus 9,10 (Student Council Rep),11 (Student Council Rep),12 (President); A Cappella Choir 10,11,12; Jazz Singers 11,12; Spanish Club 9,10; A Day In Coventry 10; J.V. Cheerleading 9 (Football,Basketball); Varsity Cheerleading 10 (Hockey), 12 (Hockey)(Captain); Cheerleader Coordinator 89-90; NASC 12; National Leadership 11. Eternity: If there were a mile high mountain of granite, and once every ten thousand years a bird flew past and brushed it with a feather, by the time that mountain was worn away, a fraction of a second would have passed in the context of Eternity... KVV and CAT... Eternity.

Michael Writer. 29 Circlewood Drive.

Lori Wynn. Koke. 71 Station Street. Auto Restorer. Activities: VICA 11,12; Auto Body 11,12; Chorus 9,10,11. "All that we see or seem is but a dream within a dream." - Edgar Allan Poe. Good luck everyone!! "Tequila"-n-"Koke" since December 27,1987.

Lisa Yehle. Lee-Lee, Lee-Dee. 29 York Drive. Preschool teacher. Activities: West Bay 11,12; Band 9,10,11. Hey "Shub" let's call in J.Z. do you want to drive my car? Lemon let's go to R.P. "Oh think twice it's just another day for you and me in paradise." Thanks Mom and Dad love ya's.

Chris Youngs. 161 Princeton Avenue.

Jill Zaino. Jilly Bean. 10 Grant Drive. "Have faith in yourself or no one else will." "I'll be loving you forever." to Randy Defosse. Friends forever to L.C., S.R. Thanks Mom and Dad.

Lori Zaino. Zaino. 10 Grant Drive. College. Activities: Printing 11,12; VICA 12. "Today well lived makes yesterday a dream of happiness, and tomorrow a vision of hope." All my love to Dan Hevert you mean so much to me. Thanx Mom, Dad, Rhonda, Manny, Jill for always being there. I love ya guys.

Deborah Wazdak. Debbie, Debly, Be-Bee, E.B., Queen Bee, Irgmarye, Henrietta. 12 Cindy Lane. Teacher of Self Expression and Philosophy (art); Student of life. Activities: French Club 9,10,11,12; Hugh O'Brian Nominee 10; The Knotty Oak Staff 11 (Literary Editor); 12 (Underclassmen Editor); National Honor Society 11,12; the Elephants puzzle 12; Gaudy Ring Club 11 (President), 12 (Chief Fruito). "All the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is not full. Unto the place from whence the rivers come, thither they return again." - Ecc. 1:7. "Sorrow can never be, darkness must fly, where saith the world's great Light, 'Peace! It is I!'" - Anothis. "Someday we'll find it, the Rainbow Connection..." - Kermit. Indeed!
History of the Class of 1990

It seems as if Coventry High School began when the Class of 1990 entered its doors in September of 1986. Even as freshmen we were confident, not the typical self-doubting fourteen-year olds that were usually called “freshmen.” Yes, some of us did fall for the third floor pool thing and, okay, we may have gotten lost our first few days. None of this, however, could disturb the unshakable confidence of the Class of 1990. With this confidence in mind, we elected the strong leadership of Bridget Gallogly as our class president. She, along with our advisor Mrs. Tracy and our other class officers, made our freshmen year great. They planned the Freshmen Dance held on May 29, 1987; it was a fantastic time for all who went. Meeting upperclassmen, relatively easy classes (compared to what was ahead), dressing up, and making new friends made our freshman year a unique experience.

Although our freshman year was eventful, none of us minded becoming sophomores. Our sophomore year was a year of relaxation. In that spirit we elected Andrea Truppa as our class president with Mrs. Ricci as our advisor. The year was full of change as we took driver’s education and PSAT’S for the first time (and not the last for many of us!). The Class of 1990 began their involvement in clubs and in the honors program. We also began to learn the ways of the school, catching on to various ways of getting out of classes such as field trips, yearbook pictures, and late days. The guys in our class were especially changing finally getting as tall as the girls in our class. We also changed because we were no longer the target of upperclassmen taunts; we took it upon ourselves to torture the Class of 1991. Basically the sophomore year was the calm before the storm, that is, the JUNIOR year!!

Our junior year was a year of chaos and stress. We made academic decisions ranging from attending the Voc-Tech to electing honors classes. The pressures of difficult classes (the Pikes), SAT's and other college entrance worries, piles of homework, and parental pressures began to take their toll on the Class of 1990. There were a few bright spots to our junior year such as our class rings, our first jobs, our first cars (and probably only car), and our driver’s license. Another bright spot was the junior prom on May 6, 1989 planned by Lisa Moore our class president, the junior class officers, and our advisor Mrs. Cyr. The officers also helped in the planning of the Class Day Ceremonies where the Class of 1990 turned their class rings and officially became seniors.

After the stressful junior year, we expected our senior year to be a breeze! Unfortunately, we had forgotten about college applications (those essays!), our teachers and homework, jobs, and our extracurricular activities. In our clubs and sports, we had reached a position of power as either officers or influential members. It seems that our class matured in more ways than just in responsibility; we loosened our cliques and became more socially mature. The Class of 1990 became more self-righteous in their fight for senior privileges. Perhaps it was the result of the “inspirational” senior assembly that all underclassmen can look forward to tolerating. On May 18, 1990 we attended the senior ball and had a great time. On Class Day our class put on their graduation caps and gowns, and relinquished our power as seniors to the Class of 1991. On June 9, 1990 The Class of 1990 graduated at the Warwick Musical Theatre. Our class is unique and will always be remembered at Coventry High School for its great accomplishments. Congratulations to the graduating Class of 1990!!!!!

Amy Stratton
Zombieland. The news is out! The realm of the living dead has been officially relocated to Coventry High! Slouched in doorways or wandering aimlessly, the zombies make their daily visit to CHS. The fact that school begins at 7:35 A.M. probably contributes to the infectious yawning and eye-rubbing evident midst the school population. Contrary to such obvious signs of exhaustion, the results of the second senior survey indicated that the average senior gets 7 hrs., 23 min. of sleep on an average school night. Of course, the 108 seniors who filled out the surveys in January may just have been the only ones awake that morning in home-room; perhaps the other 2/3 of the class (the zombies?) could not even manage to read the survey due to SLEEP DEPRIVATION. Thus, we may never know how much sleep, if any, these people get: the mystery of the high school zombies continues.---E.B.

Senior Prophecy

Allison Albrow - happily married
Brian Allen - powerful and rich
Damon Amaral - an officer in the Navy
Chad Anctil - working for IBM
John Appolonia - Who knows!
Koren Archambault - really fat!
Brian Aschettino - a rich and famous welder that drives a nice car
Heather Bache - a better driver
Lora Balkus - an elementary school teacher
Bonnie Ball - nurse
Brian Bashaw - a firefighter with a hot wife and two kids
Dave Beaudreau - osteopath
Heidi Belanger - settled in my job field and in my life
Robert Bergmann - a banker in Berlin
Theresa Blair - have my own business
Stacey Blanchette - chillin' at LA Beach Club
Michelle Bourassa - still in school
Stacey Boyd - stinking rich, living in Hawaii!
Bethany Bridge - with my best friends always
Andrea Brouillard - rich
Joseph Brousseau - autobody painter
Eli Buckley - in another state
Karen Buttenbaum - still in school
Susan Byrne - married and rich
Tracey Card - well-off
Ark Carlson - doing something?
Dawn Caron - six feet tall with a 36C chest
Marcia Carras - married with twins
Geoff Carron - death jail or Rock N' Roll
Jennifer Carter - still with Jared Kennish and we will both be rich beyond anyone's comprehension!!!
Lori Caskey - rich hopefully!!!
Paul Catalani - still cranking up the tunes!!
Frank Chauvette - the best disc jockey next to Carolin Fox
Jason Cole - 28 and a millionaire
Frank Colucci - out of state
Christine Conneally - a success
James Cooney - on the cover of *Muscle Magazine*
Damian Cote - certainly not living in America
Jennifer Cote - happy and rich
Kristen Cummings - 28 and rich
Jennifer Curran - rich
Philip D'Agostino - driving a red Porsche and loving every minute of it!
Jason D'Alessio - CPA (Certified Public Accountant)
Mike Danna - a very successful accountant
Scott David - a super hero
Kristen Davignon - married, happy, and have three kids
Jennifer DeBellis - wealthy, married, and living in LA
Joye DeCiantis - successful
Dina DeMaio - cooler than I am now!
Christine DiVona - independent
Paul Dixon - US naval aviator
Stephen Downe - a great model maker
Dawn DuBois - happily married with one child
Michele Eccleston - a graduate of college, have a career in early childhood, married with two kids
Offiong Edem - successful in whatever I do
Holly Edwards - rich
Cara Enchelmeyer - dancing...still!!!

Ryan Feeley - still trying to figure out why the school mascot is an elephant
Kimberly Fey - starting a career and family
Deborah Fitzpatrick - a well established lawyer with lots of money
John Flint - automotive technician
Theresa Flyntz - defending Robby, Giusti, and LaLa in prison
Kerri Fontaine - married to someone my parents disapprove of and co-owner of LA Beach Club with Stacy Blanchette
Leo Fontaine - well on my way to success
Phil Forte - the next Donald Trump
Michelle Frigon - a kindergarten teacher
Tammy Fry - still eating pasta for breakfast
Bridget Gallogly - in a land far, far away
Jennifer Giguere - still saying "Oh no-OH no-OH yeah!!"
John Giusti - a self-made millionaire
Jason Gomes - 10 years older
John Greene - succeeding in life
Mike Greene - 28
David Hadley - at CHS and still working at Coventry Lumber
Bryan Harrison - living in Florida with my business in Maine
Melanie Hodde - wealthy
Yvonne Hudson - married with two children
Jayson Hurst - living at Trump Towers
Tracey Iannitelli - happily married to a good husband with a wonderful, loving family
Kerrie Karwoski - police officer
Keith Kaszyk - where you least expect me!
Dianne Kelvey - happily married (7-21-90)
Scott Kovach - wherever I am that's where I'll be
Kristin King - celebrating freedom in
Russia
Jared Kennish - married and extremely wealthy
Emily Krueger - I'll still be trying to understand life, hopefully making a decent living as a young teacher
John Kubic - in college
Cindy Lambert - out to lunch!
Ray Lamont - on an exotic island exercising the 12 oz. elbow lift!
David Landers - in warm, sunny Florida
Monique LaPlante - in business for myself
Michael Larmer - commercial artist
Lynn Latraverse - probably still be in graduate school!
Bonnie Lavoie - a horse trainer/farm owner
Brandon Lee - still milking cows
Mary - Jeanne Leeman - the teacher, not the student
Tracey Leuba - a business owner
Rob Levesque - 28, millionaire
Julie Lima - teaching Physics in Spain while learning Portuguese
Eric Lombardi - driving a new corvette and DJing on Kicks 106.3
John Lynch - law enforcement.
Kelly Lyons - legal secretary.
Donna MacLachlan - riding in a red Lamborghini
Gregg Malardo - professional musician
Suzanne Marchessault - happy and unstressful!!
Holli Marron - living on Squam Lake, New Hampshire
Joseph Marsocci - working for Disney.
Heck, I'll be Disney!
Kris Martinelli - "Married with Children"
Karen Martins - 10 years older
Bethanie Matczak - rich and driving a convertible Porsche!
Lori McGinn - rich and retired
Amy Merigold - Ha!
Robert Mol - rich
Kristine Monahan - married to a great guy, having kids and still being best friends with Kerri Catalani
Maureen Monk - 10 years older
Joseph Moore - 28
Kimberly Muzzy - poor and hungry
Krista Nelson - married
Kristin Nelson - married with one child
Donald Nicholas - rich
Heather Oberg - Brian Aschenttino's housewife
Molly Opiekun - teaching in a warmer climate, making millions
Alan Osberg - flying the shuttle back and forth to the moon
Sharon Palagi - still chewing extra spearmint gum
Scott Peckham - probably in high school
George Perras - 10 years older and 10 years bolder
Kimberly Phillips - married
Greg Pintarelli - fulfilling my dreams
Kathi Pontarelli - five-time winner on Jeopardy
Heather Post - court reporter
Matthew Puopolo - rich, famous, and on America's Most Wanted
Sherry Ramer - probably fat
John Randall - a top auto technician
Kyle Rekas - arresting some of my friends
Keith Richard - carpenter
Melanie Ricker - married to a rich guy!
Melissa Ritarossi - successful?
Carla Robinson - able to say "BAD WORDS"
Mark Robinson - bald
Stephanie Robison - Theresa F. paralegal asst. defending John, Jay Ray Jenney Romano - happy, rich, and married
Denise Roy - 6 feet tall!
Michelle Ryan - out of control
Gidget Santangelo - elementary teacher
John Sartini - out on parole
Paul Schmid - happily married with kids???
Steve Sheridan - "rich to a T" Nadine Skorohod - the lighthouse keeper in The Black Void
Brian Smith - wrestling
Gary Smith - Donald Trump's boss
Kimberly Sprague - Mrs. Stephen Boulton
Scott Sprague - rich
Wendy Stein - married to Brian Lavoie
Amy Stratton - the next Dr. Ruth Westheimer
Melissa Tetreault - elementary teacher
Kelly Thibodeau - married with children
Terri Trautman - 10 years wiser!
Jonathan Tripp - law enforcement
Andrea Truppa - travelling across the globe representing my own international law firm! (HOPEFULLY!)
Jennifer Tryon - "Married With Children"
John Turkett - as far away from my parents as possible
Michele Ucci - undecided
Jennifer Vallee - probably still smiling!!
Cheri Vedder - living it up in Jamaica!
Cindy Villanova - still be wearing black!!
Wayne Walker - a pro hockey player or a state police officer
Jessica Warwick - (Skid Row's) Mrs. Sebastian Bach
John Wilcox - at the class of "90" reunion
Kayann Wright - Mrs. C.A.T.
Jill Zaino - with Randy!
Deborah Zawadzki - raising poultry (chickens, turkeys, gooses [sic], etc.) and still pulling weeds from rose gardens

77 seniors
Dawn breaks through with a splash of peach; 
The sky is a land of enchantment. 
The deep blue of the night before lingers, 
only to be tamed into violet. 
Distant clouds sweep through the background, 
as a glowing moon prepares to fade for the day. 
A few golden rays show their power 
as hints of the melting warmth of morning. 
Sparkling dew drops lie on glossy leaves 
while the last of a light mist floats tenderly by. 
The crisp air carries its sweet scent through gardens of 
imagination, 
hoping to reach the senses of the newly awakened. 
Time passes quickly as the sky blushes 
and the symphony of the aurora begins. 
Its echoes are heard daily . . . 
through the song of the morn. —Sophia
There Is Beauty in Nothing

In Blank Verse

- No One at All
Lori Deschene - Vice-President, Shelley Wienand - Treasurer, Melissa Anderson - Secretary, Kristen Restall - Student Council Representative.

SOCIAL COMMITTEE: Nicole Walshe, Sue Lavoie, Nicole Marsocci, and Christian Sweet.
Lolita Lipa, President

Mrs. Nancy Cyr, Class Advisor
The Driver's License

Possibly the greatest part of the junior year occurs outside of school - getting the driver's license! Many juniors dream about the day that they can drive themselves around. They begin by taking drivers' education and receiving their driving permit. Then the day that they turn sixteen years old, they are able to take the driver's test at the Registry of Motor Vehicles. After taking a very nerve-racking test (or driving around the block), the junior can obtain his license with probably the ugliest photograph they will ever take. The lucky junior may then get a car, but might also continue to ride the bus with everyone else.
Top Five Junior Movies

The movie results are in. With 137 Juniors taking part in our survey, they selected their following favorite flicks of the year!

Look Who's Talking
Die Hard
Top Gun
Lethal Weapon
Batman

Check to see how you compare with the rest of CHS!

Julie Blanchard
David Blanchette
Julie Blasbalg
Jennifer Boivin
Robert Bonner
Timothy Bourn

Sheila Bowen
Frank Boyle
Mary Bradshaw
Ellen Bradstreet
Jennifer Brodeur
Brown, J.

Tammy Brown
Susan Bruner
Christopher Brzoza
Barry Burdick
Jeffrey Butzier
Todd Byington

Christopher Byrnes
Melissa Cannon
Marc Cantino
Darlene Capozzi
Scott Capwell
Lisa Card

Sheri Carr
Alan Cary
Jason Case
Vincent Cece
Sandra Chambers
Jason Charpentier
Staying Awake in Class

One of the greatest problems a junior faces is staying awake in class. The junior year is perhaps the most important of one's academic career; it can make or break one's chances for college. U.S. History, English, math and science courses require maximum amounts of homework. The junior often pulls all-nighters in order to meet classwork deadlines. Extracurriculars keep us busy, as well as those after school jobs. It seems there is no other time, except after midnight, to do homework. Soda, vivarin and the ever faithful coffee have been our saviors, helping us to stay awake during school and at night. Juniors take heart, the senior year is on the way.

Timothy Charpentier
Laura Charron
Travis Chenault
Ryan Clarke
Melanie Claveau
Brian Coburn

Alan Cohen
Kristin Coia
Michael Calaneri
James Cole
Jason Cole
Joe Colicchio

Michael Collins
Michael Colucci
Sandra Colvin
Shane Colvin
James Connor
Jennifer Conti

Emily Cooper
Susan Correira
Blanca Cortez
Betty Costa
Dawn Crowe
Laura Curran

James Daily
Joseph Daniels
Keith Danna
Donald DeAngelis
Kevin Deary
Debra Deciantis
Top of the Charts

Everyone is a music lover. Taste is an individual matter. With 123 Juniors responding to our survey, the top hit songs of the year are as follows:

Bust a Move
Me So Horny
Back to Life
We Didn't Start the Fire
I Remember You
Blame it on the Rain

Anthony Della Coppa
Richard Denton
Patricia Depalma
Adam Deroin
Lori Deschene
James Deiss

Matthew Dickson
Robert Dobbins
Shannon Donovan
Michael Doran
Karen Doucette
Edward Drake

James Drowne
Nichole Dube
Brian Dubis
Michael Dugas
Eric Duprey
Mary Dupuis

Donovan Durand
Katie Dyle
Jeff Dyson
Angel Eckler
Lori Eddy
Marianne Eden

Allen Edwards
Leonard Edwards
Effie Erakis
Edward Ervanian
Brian Evers
Jason Farina
Lunch Time!

The typical junior can accomplish a lot in twenty-five minutes, contrary to popular belief. In the twenty-five minute lunch period a junior can accomplish many amazing things. First, the student must fight through a crowd of other hungry students for fourteen minutes in order to get a lunch. Then in the final ten minutes this student is able to complete his homework assignment for the next class, eat his lunch, and talk with his friends. Students, throughout the entire day, anxiously wait for this twenty-five minute lunch break in order to relax and relax by staying very active and by accomplishing a variety of wondrous feats!
Survey Stuff

According to our survey the two most important items in the life of a junior are working and owning a car. 72% of the juniors responding to our poll stated they had a job. 40% percent stated they owned a car. Obviously many work to support their car. It must be fed a steady diet of gas and those unbelievable insurance bills must be paid! In addition, 8% admitted they dyed or bleached their hair. Since we did not have a male or female check off box on the survey, we can only wonder how many of the junior guys fall into this 8% category. Finally, 36% of the responding juniors knew the correct answer to our question of “What is posterity?” Most did not know that their answers to our questions were to be left to posterity!

Nicole Grenier
Michaela Gumpson
Allan Guyer
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Jennifer Hartman
Wayne Hawkins
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Christine Hebert
Nora Henley
Jason Heroux
Matthew Hewitt
Daniel Hickey

Robert Higley
Matthew Hill
Ian Hillman
Eveline Holstius
Jason Houle
Nicole Huffman

Crisa Hughes
David Ianotti
Lorinda Jackson
Carolyn Jandron
Brian Johnson
Tim Johnson

Wayne Johnson
Jamison Kanea
Christopher Keenan
Jamie Kennish
Carol Kenyon
Amber Kettelle
What is a Junior

By definition a Junior is a student in their third year of study in a four year high school. Is that all there is to us or is their deeper meaning to who we are? The answer is yes! The junior year is a year of separation. A large number of our class opt to attend West Bay and are part of us only during something called time-about. This separation makes unity difficult. As juniors we begin to take leading roles in sports and extracurricular activities, preparing for those leadership roles of the senior year. We over-extend ourselves in honors courses, make preliminary career choices, and think ahead about college and technical schools. Juniors are a complex and competitive group.
What is Posterity?

In our survey the yearbook elf, Eunice, asked a serious question: what is posterity? As reported on page 87, 36% of the juniors surveyed knew the correct answer. In face the juniors ranked number one in correct responses to this question. The other three classes combined had only a 43% correct response rate. Congratulations juniors, you knew that posterity is a noun that means succeeding generations, descendants, and what you leave to the future. However, not every junior was sure what this word meant. Some confused it with posterior, postulate and posture. Good posture, forever, prosperity, and posters tending not to stick on walls were some of the favorite incorrect answers.
The False Alarm

Beep! Beep! Beep! - You would really like to knock your alarm clock into the next century this morning. It's Monday and it's cold outside. "9 degrees" reads the bank thermometer on the way to school. The weatherman on the radio reports a wind chill factor of minus 20 degrees. Yes, this one is a cold day! You dash into school relieved by the warmth. Carrying only the necessary books you stroll into the cafeteria when BUZZZ - the fire alarm sounds. You automatically head for the nearest exit, but you can't seem to re-enter that winter wonderland without your Eskimo parka and earmuffs. A fire drill before school in this weather? You think this must be a grave mistake.
The Fire Alarm

However, teachers donned their winter coats soon arrive and dutifully herd you and your reluctant classmates outside. For the next ten minutes, although it seems like an eternity, you stand and shiver and watch your friends turn varying shades of blue. Finally, the bell rings eliciting the greatest unison sign of relief of CHS history. It was a false alarm! Needless to say on Monday, December 4, 1989 all Oakers were wide awake for homeroom and first period.
The Brown Book Cover

The book cover is definitely one of the biggest scientific break-throughs of all time. Not only does it make all of your books look the same, it helps you to get rid of all those brown paper bags you were saving. They are also great for getting you detention when teachers notice that you don’t happen to have one on a book. We have been led to believe that brown pieces of paper wrapped around a book will save it from all harm, even that dreaded water puddle. In my honest opinion, the only things book covers are good for are drawing and doodling when you are bored and depressed.
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Christian Sweet
Susan Syintsakos
Jodi Syzdlo
Deanna Tallman
Jennifer Tew

Bridget Therriault
George Thibault
Peter Tondreau
April Torres
Matthew Tortolani
Scott Tourgee

Chris Tremblay
Michael Tuhkala
Crystle Turner
Nathan Vadeboncouer
Heidi Vail
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Freddie Vierra
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Shelley Weinand

Michael Wendolowski
Elizabeth White
Kevin White
Melissa White
Suzanne White
Patricia Williamson
The Future of Book Covers

The future of the brown bag book cover is bleak, to say the least. Where are we to get them? They are becoming scarce, perhaps even a collectors item. As more and more stores use plastic grocery bags, we must look to alternatives. Can you imagine trying to cover your book with a plastic bag? It just won't work! What are we to do? Newspaper simply does not work. It lasts one day at best. Perhaps we can use clear plastic wrap or aluminum foil! Manufactured book covers are not the answer either. Just try to find a place to write on them. Without the brown bag book cover, we will not be able to doodle. We may be forced to pay attention in class.

Camera Shy

James Cameron
Dwayne Cary
Traci Clark
Tina Cole
John Connolly
Melissa Cote
Greg Daniels
John Dean
Sean Deary
Daniel Defosse
Thea Dennely
Alexander Deus
Frank DiMartino
Kenneth DiPrete
Jason Ferrina
Michelle Fratus
Alexander Gaspar Sintes
David Gosselin
Angel Gutierrez
Cha Hull
Christopher Hannagan
Brad Harrington
Mark Hone
William Horne
Steven Hunt
Kathleen Ide
Robert Kohler
Keith LeClair
Lauri Lollar
Donald Lorenson
Douglas Marques
Keith Martin
Shane Metivier
Craig Miller
Chad Mitchell
Keith Moulton
James Newcomb
Kelly Olson
Randy Oros
Kerri - Lynn Paine
Jeffrey Pennington
Anthony Petraca
Christopher Petrin
Vincent Romano
Daniel Sargent
Lisa Sousa
Michelle St. Germaine
Stacy Sutton
Charles Swain
Arthur Tattrie
Daniel White
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Alyson Hawthorn - Secretary, Amy Carlson - Vice-President, Melanie Crowe - Treasurer, Jessica Kaloustian - Student Council Representative

SOCIAL COMMITTEE: Travis Diggs - Chairman, Stacey Anderson, Eric George, and Chad Fontaine.
SOPHOMORE TIMES

Gina Catanzaro, President.

Mrs. Dianne Ricci, Class Advisor.
Sophomoric Activities

Sophomores seem to be the class that gets involved in the most school activities. There are several reasons why this is so. As freshmen, you really didn’t know which activities to be involved in; but after taking your first step up the high school ladder, you have a better idea of which clubs attract your friends. You’re finally oriented with the school atmosphere and formed your social groups. You’ve also had a full year to look over your options. Armed with a driver’s license, you can stay after school and get involved. As the class in the middle, neither freshman nor upper class, sophomores are the ones who try to be a part of everything.

Christopher Adams
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Matthew Almeida
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Erin Anderson
Stacey Anderson
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The movie results are in. With 116 sophomores taking part in our survey, they selected their following favorite flicks of the year!

**Top Five Sophomore Movies**

Look Who's Talking
Top Gun
Batman
Cocktail
Diehard

Check to see how you compare with the rest of CHS!

- Jason Bentley
- Karl Bergmann
- Anthony Bernatonis
- Shannon Blastre
- John Bigden
- Kristin Boiscclair

- Brandon Bonin
- Todd Botello
- David Boulanger
- Paul Bousquet
- Shelia Boyer
- Christina Brailey

- George Brailey
- Edmund Brown
- Michelle Brown
- William Bucacci
- Anna Buckley
- Ryan Bullock

- Kenneth Butterworth
- Alan Calci
- Anthony Calci
- Amy Carlson
- Scott Caron
- Gina Catanzaro

- Gina Centonella
- Jeffrey Chabot
- Brian Chaigoet
- Keith Chapman
- Jennifer Chappell
- Robert Charpentier
What is a Sophomore?

There are many major differences between sophomores and freshmen. A sophomore tends to be more active as a joiner in sports and clubs. Tenth graders are more secure about themselves. They know the school environment better and know where everything is located, even the third floor swimming pool. After learning from the mistakes of their freshmen year, sophomores appear to be more mature in their actions. Experience has taught them dearly. They know more about specific groups in the school and are able to decide which group they want to join and belong to for the remainder of their high school career. Sophomores have left the protection of ninth grade and must learn to cope with new demands on their time and energies while beginning the process of growing up!
Top of the Charts

Everyone is a music lover. Taste is an individual matter. With 141 sophomores responding to our survey, the top hit songs of the year are as follows:

Don't Close Your Eyes
Pump Up the Jam
We Didn't Start the Fire
When I See You Smile
Bust a Move
Blame It on the Rain
Stairway to Heaven

Nicole Davis
Kenneth Delatorre
Mary Denton
Paul Denton
Bree Derrick
Erica Defranco

Travis Diggs
Emidio DiMartino
Danielle Dion
Ted Dion
Denise Diraimo
Elisha Dixon

Dawn Donovan
Craig Drury
Steven Dubois
Karyn Dunn
Jennifer Falco
Joseph Farias

Brenda Fascio
Michael Field
Tracy Figuerado
Rebecca Fitzpatrick
Jason Florio
Heather Flynn

Derek Fonseca
Chad Fontaine
Michelle Fratus
Raymond Fratus
Jason Frias
Michael Frizzle
To Whom It May Concern

We, the willing,
Led by the unknowing,
Are doing the impossible
For the ungrateful.
We have done so much,
For so long, with so little,
That we are now
Qualified to do anything
With nothing.

---Author Unknown

Celeste Gauvin
Kerra Gazerro
Kris Gebler
Eric George
Tessa George
Christopher Geraghty

Matthew Gervais
Keith Gibb
Michelle Gibeault
Steven Giguere
Candace Gill
Melissa Gionti

Joseph Gosselin
Andrew Gould
Aaron Greene
Alicia Greene
Erica Greene
Michael Grenier

Christopher Giullette
Jennifer Gunnip
Glen Gustafson
Danielle Haggis
Jason Hammett
Amanda Handy

Brad Harrington
Brenda Harrington
Brian Harrington
Tammy Harrington
Lori Hawkins
Alyson Hawthorne

 sophomores
According to our survey the two most important items in the life of sophomores are work and a car: 39% of the sophomores responding to our poll stated they had a job; 16% stated they owned a car. Sophomores came out on top in the category of dyed or bleached hair with 13% responding in the affirmative. Since we did not have a male or female check off box on the survey, we can only wonder how many of the sophomore guys fall into this 13% category. Finally, 20% of the responding sophomores knew the correct answer to our request, “Define posterity.” Apparently they did not know all posterity would be left with the details of their responses!
The Art of Procastination

Everyone always thinks, “Oh, I have another four weeks,” when questioned as to the progress of their term paper. How long could it possibly take to scribble a few notes on some 4"x6" cards? Yet when the “crunch” inevitably comes, we find ourselves wildly racing to libraries wracking our brains for a topic and scouring the shelves for works written on the topic we thought would be so easy to research. At last the weekend before the final paper is due arrives and we regret having chosen the television over the word processor for Christmas. Happily, however, we finish the paper. As we turn in the notorious paper we make the vow bound to broken: Next time I’ll start early.
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Nicole Levesque
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Sheila Lindemann
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Michelle Mailloux
What is Posterity

In our survey the yearbook elf, Eunice, asked a serious question: what is posterity? As reported on page 103, 20 percent of the sophomores surveyed knew the correct answer: posterity is a noun that means “succeeding generations or descendants...” This was sufficient for the sophomores to rank second in correct responses to this question. However, most sophomores could not correctly define the word. They confused it with faith, posture, prosperity and society. Other definitions included “jellybeans”, “to be with nature”, and “for all time.” Little did they know that their answers were to be their legacy to CHS posterity.
The Chase, Part I

There is nothing more nauseating than the tactics used by a lovesick girl to entrap the one she longs to call her beau.

This girl, who has probably reached the “sour” age of 16, has become obsessed with the search for him who will spend all of eternity with her. This “Cinderella” intends to have her overly soggy heart melted by the suave voice of “Prince Charming.” Surely, she is aware that the object of her desire knows little of her existence. The subtle methods she resorts to often get little attention from her perfect one, though he really does not mind, because his ego can use more inflating.